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Bronc Country Happenings
®

FEBRUARY

HOMECOMING 2013 ALUMNI MIXER
13 Alumni
Center (2402 S. Closner, Edinburg), 6 p.m.
BASKETBALL VS. CSU BAKERSFIELD
14 MEN'S
& BRONCS DEAN CHALLENGE

UTPA Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.
For tickets: bronctickets.universitytickets.com or call (956) 665-2221.

15 ALUMNI BALL & PILLARS OF SUCCESS: "VIVA LAS VEGAS"
HPE II Bldg., 6:30 p.m.
For tickets, call (956) 665-2500.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BREAKFAST
16 Alumni
Center (2402 S. Closner, Edinburg), 8 a.m.
FALL IN LOVE WITH UTPA PREVIEW DAY
Wellness and Recreational Sports Complex, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

2013 ATHLETICS HALL OF FAME INDUCTION LUNCHEON
UTPA Ballroom, 11 a.m.
For tickets, call (956) 665-2221.
HOMECOMING BRONC MADNESS TAILGATE
Fieldhouse Parking Lot, 3-7 p.m.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL VS. UTAH VALLEY
UTPA Fieldhouse, 4:30 p.m.
For tickets: bronctickets.universitytickets.com or call (956) 665-2221.
COACH SAM WILLIAMS TRIBUTE
UTPA Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.
HONORING 1963 BASKETBALL CHAMPS & NO. 54 JERSEY
UTPA Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.
MEN’S BASKETBALL VS. HOUSTON BAPTIST
UTPA Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.
For tickets: bronctickets.universitytickets.com or call (956) 665-2221.
CLASS OF 1963: 50+ REUNION BRUNCH
17 UTPA
Ballroom, 10:30 a.m.
For information, call (956) 665-2500.

To find out what other events are happening in Bronc Country,
vist www.utpa.edu/calendar.

From the Editor
The final months of 2012
proved to be some of the most
memorable and surprising for
Bronc Country.
In early November,
we celebrated 85 years of
wonderful experiences and
accomplishments for our
campus with a big celebration
honoring our past trustees and
regents from 1927-1989, who believed in this little giant
of a university. You can read about the big event and a
brief history of the campus on pgs. 22-27.
Then, on December 6, the University community
received one of the most surprising announcements to
close out the year – the proposed unification of UTPA,
UT Brownsville and a future medical school for the Rio
Grande Valley to become one institution. If the bill is
approved by the Texas Legislature in 2013, we will be
looking at creating one of the largest Hispanic serving
institutions in the United States.
As a graduate and employee of this campus, when I
heard the news I had mixed emotions about this major
move for UTPA. I thought to myself, "what will happen
to Bronc Country? Will we lose our identities as students
and alums of this University? How will it function with
all these schools working under one umbrella? What will
this one 'super-university' be named?" So many questions
I had. Then I saw the big picture and what it would mean
for our children – future generations of Broncs – and
the region. This is an opportunity of a lifetime for Bronc
Country and we'd be foolish not to get on board with
this. Read more on pgs. 4-5.
I never would have dreamed that in my lifetime, we
would see a medical school potentially established in the
Valley. The area desperately needs quality health care
and more medical professionals. How wonderful will it
be when we see our children, who want to be doctors,
nurses, physician assistants, filling that void. They will
finally be able to study and do their residencies close to
home and hopefully stay and practice here.
So I applaud the UT System Board of Regents for their
bold plan and vision and for moving forward with this
idea that will surely transform lives and an entire region.
I think 2014 will be bringing UTPA lots more to
celebrate. I'm excited to see how things will develop
and see history be made. My hope is that our alums,
community and friends support us in this major
endeavor and our future aspirations because we can't do
it without you.

-Melissa Vasquez

NEW UNIVERSITY

In his Seventh State of the State Address to the 83rd Texas Legislature
on Jan. 29, Governor Rick Perry announced his support for a bill that
will help create a new university in South Texas, bringing together
The University of Texas-Pan American and The University of Texas at
Brownsville and a new proposed medical school.
In his address, Perry urged the legislators to pass the bill giving the
schools access to the coveted $13 billion Permanent University Fund
(PUF) that UTPA and UTB have been excluded from for many years.
Access to PUF, which are revenues from oil and mineral reserves, would
allow the Rio Grande Valley to create an emerging research university.
On February 4, Valley legislators filed the bills to begin the journey for
what will be history in the making for the region.
“This area of the state is critical to our state's future, and our
investment in the children of South Texas will return to us a thousandfold,” said Perry. “That's why I'm calling for the legislature to pass, by
a two-thirds vote, a bill necessary to give South Texas access to the
Permanent University Fund.”
Perry’s support in this endeavor is major feat for The University of
Texas System, UTPA and UTB, which have been working together to
garner support from lawmakers and individuals on the importance of
this union to the future of the Valley and the state since announcing it in
December 2012.
Both universities and The University of Texas Health Science CenterSan Antonio-Regional Academic Health Center, armed with students,
administrators, alumni, friends, faculty, and staff, joined forces on Jan. 29
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for the Rio Grande Valley Higher Education Day at the State Capitol to
share their message with lawmakers.
“We’re here to talk about the Valley and the amazing things that are
happening down there,” said UT Pan American President Robert S.
Nelsen. “We don’t even know the name of the university but we know
that it will graduate more and more students. We will be even more
successful and we will be an emerging research university and finally,
we’ll have PUF (Permanent University Fund).”
While at the Capitol, University officials were in attendance when the
House and Senate passed resolutions in support of the UT System’s plan
to create the new university and medical school.
The bold endeavor to create one university in South Texas was first
unanimously approved by the UT System Board of Regents on Dec. 6,
2012 and was the vision of UT System Chancellor Francisco Cigarroa,
Chairman William Eugene Powell, and Executive Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs Dr. Pedro Reyes.
Once established, the new university, yet to be named, could create
7,000 new jobs in the Valley and 3,000 spin-off jobs. It is also expected
to have a student enrollment of 27,659, research expenditures of $11
million, an endowment of $70.5 million, and a total operating budget
of $419 million. The plan also includes establishing administrative offices
in McAllen.
The new UT school would become one of the two largest Hispanicserving institutions in the nation, both for total Hispanics enrolled and
the number of bachelor’s degrees awarded.
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Top (pg. 4) are UT Pan American President
Robert S. Nelsen, UT System Chancellor
Francisco Cigarroa, UT Brownsville President
Juliet V. Garcia and UT System Board of Regent
and Chairman William Eugene Powell during a
press conference in December 2012 announcing
the new university plan.
1. UTPA and UT Brownsville groups show their
school pride during RGV Higher Education Day
at the State Capitol on Jan. 29.
2. Nelsen addresses the UTPA community about
the new bold endeavor on December 2012.
3.& 4. UTPA representatives walk the Capitol
hall and visit with legislative staff.
5. UTPA alumna Norma Cantu cheers for her
alma mater in the rotunda.
6. Mariachi Aztlán performs in the Capitol
rotunda.
7. From left, UT System Executive Vice
Chancellor for Health Affairs Kenneth Shine,
Garcia, UT System Executive Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs Pedro Reyes, Senator
Eddie Lucio, Jr., Powell, Cigarroa, State Rep.
Terry Canales, State Rep. Oscar Longoria, and
McAllen Mayor Richard Cortez show their
support for the proposed Valley UT campus on
December 2012.
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NEWS & NOTES

Big Invite
Mariachi Aztlán play at
2013 Inauguration festivities

The award-winning UTPA Mariachi Aztlán made their way to Washington, D.C. in
January to perform for President Barack Obama for a second time – this time at the
57th Presidential Inauguration festivities. The last time Mariachi Aztlán performed for
Obama was at the White House in October 2010 during the signing ceremony of an
Executive Order renewing and enhancing the White House Initiative on Educational
Excellence for Hispanics. During their first meeting, Obama requested a song from the
ensemble. To see UTPA’s mariachi on stage, check out the music department's calendar
of events at www.utpa.edu/music.

Walk This Way
The 40-year-old iconic walkway at UTPA not only provides shade for 19,000 students that stroll under it on
the way to class, but it's also a place where lots of memories have been made, miles have been walked, and
dreams of a better future have come true. Recently named the Bronc Trail as part of the University’s on-going
Way-Finding project, the less than one mile – .98 to be exact – walkway has some special meaning for alumna
Marie Smith, a McAllen ISD chemistry teacher, who loves its new moniker. "I've walked the trail in the heat,
in the rain, in the cold, on stormy days, on sunny days, on sad days, on happy days, at night time, and early in
the morning – sometimes alone, sometimes with friends. I cherish my time there and my two degrees. Thanks
UTPA," Smith said.
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Looking
Up

The water tower at
Sprague and Pinoak
in Edinburg finally
got a facelift and
becomes a beacon for
Bronc Country!

Female
Power in
Academics
First Lady Michelle Obama once
said “If we’re going to out-innovate
and out-educate the rest of the
world, we’ve got to open doors
for everyone. We need all hands
on deck, and that means clearing
hurdles for women and girls as
they navigate careers in science,
technology, engineering, and math
(STEM).”
And clearing hurdles for female
faculty in the STEM fields is what
UT Pan American plans to do
thanks to a $3.1 million award
from the National Science Foundation’s ADVANCE Program.
The award, received Oct. 1,
will support the development of
the University as an exemplary
Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI)
in attracting and nurturing women, especially Hispanic women,
in the STEM fields and careers
through its ADVANCE project
titled "Attracting and Nurturing Women Faculty at a Hispanic

Serving Institution."
"Increasing the number of
Hispanic women who will serve
as role models for our students is
critical for the nation's future. I am
incredibly proud of the team at Pan
Am that is turning this necessity
into a reality," said UT Pan American President Robert S. Nelsen.
"Pan Am is doing the right thing."
One of the project's goals will be
to double the current number of
STEM women faculty. To that end,
the University will seek to increase
the number of assistant professors
by 50 percent, double the number
of female associate professors,
and triple the number of female
full professors. Another goal is to
double the number of Hispanic
STEM faculty and place female
faculty members in leadership
positions like department chairs or
associate deans.
Dr. Maria Cristina Villalobos,
associate professor of math, direc-

tor of UTPA's Center for Excellence in STEM and a co-principal
investigator of the ADVANCE
grant, said she exemplifies the
STEM faculty who will benefit
from the project.
"I am one of five females in the
math department, which has 35
faculty members, and one of only
two Latinas in that department. I
am also a wife and mother of two
elementary school-aged children
and have a husband who is an educator. I very much understand the
issues women face," she said.
Co-principal investigator and
project director Dr. Ala Qubbaj,
vice provost for Faculty Affairs,
said members of the Faculty Senate, STEM deans and faculty members from across all colleges will be
actively involved in the project.
"We want this project to yield
best practices that can be readily
exported to other HSIs across the
nation," Qubbaj said.

UTPA EARNS HONOR ONCE AGAIN
For a second year in a row, Bronc Country
has been named a Military Friendly School by G.I.
Jobs magazine.
Currently there are about 900 veteran students
enrolled at UTPA, and the University expects a 30-40
percent enrollment increase in veteran students for the
following school year.
UTPA made the magazine's 2013 Military Friendly
Schools list, which includes more than 1,700 institutions of higher education that are the most friendly

“

to students currently serving in or just getting out of
the military.
"It tells me that our institution really, truly cares
about our veterans, and so for us (to be on the list)
for the second year in a row and go from the top 20
percent rating to the top 15 percent says that we've
surpassed so many institutions here within such a
short time," said Noel Ysasi, the former manager of
UTPA's Veterans Services Center, now a lecturer in the
Department of Rehabilitation.

CONNECT WITH
BRONC COUNTRY!

Like one or like 'em all. Bronc
Country is just one “like” away.
UT Pan American
www.facebook.com/
utpanamerican
Los Arcos
www.facebook.com/
utpalosarcos
Alumni
www.facebook.com/
UTPAAlumniRelations
UTPA Athletics
www.facebook.com/
UTPABroncs
(twitter.com/UTPABroncs)
UTPA Graduate School
www.facebook.com/
UtpaGradschool
The Pan American
www.facebook.com/
thepanamerican
College of Education
www.facebook.com/
utpacollegeofeducation

College of Health Sciences
& Human Services
www.facebook.com/
utpa.cohshs
College of Social &
Behavioral Sciences
www.facebook.com/
utpa-csbs
Wellness & Recreational
Sports Complex
www.facebook.com/
utpawellness

OVERHEARD AT UTPA

Don't wind up in a dead-end job; graduate
into the future. ...The future belongs to the educated.

Dr. Michio Kaku, renowned theoretical physicist and popularizer of science, spent two days on the UTPA talk circuit. He took part in
a couple of the University’s major campus events – Hispanic Engineering, Science and Technology (HESTEC) Week – where he talked
to educators and middle school students and also opened the 2012-2013 Distinguished Speakers Series in September.
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Juan Enriquez, civil engineering student, shows his research to UTPA
faculty member Juan Gonzalez at the undergraduate conference.

Measures for Tackling Floods
Senior's research to prevent Valley cities from drowning
by Gail Fagan

The damage to property and loss of life
because of floods can be catastrophic –
we saw the pictures of New Orleans after
Katrina and, more recently, the aftermath
of Hurricane Sandy in New Jersey and Long
Island, N.Y.
Juan Enriquez, a senior civil engineering major, established his grade early with
his research on how to prevent that kind
of damage in the Rio Grande Valley, where
tropical weather, the watershed's topography and the region's rapid growth have
produced frequent flooding in the area over
the last 30 years. He presented his findings
during the University's first Undergraduate Research Conference – "Explore and
Engage," held November 2012.
Enriquez was among more than 100 undergraduate students from all disciplines in
UTPA's seven colleges who described their
research in oral and poster presentations
during the conference.
Enriquez, under the guidance of UTPA
faculty sponsor Dr. Jungseok Ho, created a
hydraulic channel routing model to compute
the water surface elevation along 158 river
miles of the Lower Rio Grande from Peñitas
to Brownsville, Texas.
"I did a model of the 2010 flood event
caused by Hurricane Alex ... we put in
flow data, boundary conditions and then
computed based on real measurements. The
computation results were compared to observed water surface elevation values during
Alex," Enriquez said.
The research model indicated water sur-

96.94%

face elevation differences at several locations
along the Lower Rio Grande/ River.
"Models such as this provide information
on where improvements to levees might be
required to avoid flooding and damage to
property and injuries to people. This could
prevent Valley cities from flooding," he said.
Enriquez, who plans on having a civil
engineering career after he graduates, said
conducting and presenting research provides a great hands-on learning experience.
"What I did here is what people actually
do in the real world. Engineers do these
kinds of models," he said.
Enriquez said he is more knowledgeable
about research procedures now and what to
do when your "figures don't make sense."
"The first time I ran the numbers I got a
water elevation number that was high at this
(certain) point, however, when I looked at
the numbers again, I had the elevation run
with the dam closed," he said. "The bottom
line is that I learned through this research."
Enriquez is just one example of the many
forward-thinking UTPA students who
are taking advantage of the undergraduate research opportunities provided by the
University through Undergraduate Research
Initiative grants, Howard Hughes Medical
Institute funding and other programs.
To further support the undergraduate
research of UTPA students, Los Arcos will
feature undergraduate scholars in a series
of profiles showcasing their extraordinary
discoveries in upcoming issues.

Bronc spir
Dominican

by Gail Fagan

Members of UT Pan American's Student Association of Medical Spanish (SAMS) brought more
than Bronc shades to children in the Dominican
Republic this past summer. During their trip, Aug.
13-19, 12 SAMS students made good on their motto:
"A prescription to improve the health of Spanish
speaking patients."
At Colegio El Shaddai, a small Christian school in
an impoverished neighborhood of Mata de Limón,
Manabao, the group presented a play on dental
hygiene. Donning costumes representing dentalrelated objects – everything from a tube of toothpaste to the tooth fairy – the students described in
Spanish the proper care of their teeth and the best
foods to eat to avoid cavities. Thanks to generous
donors from UTPA and Rio Grande Valley busi-

Congrats to Bachelor of Science in Nursing graduates who aced the NCLEX
(National Council Licensure Examination) in 2011 with a 96.94 percent passing
rate, making it the fifth year that UTPA's pass rate has been above 90 percent.
Ninety-five out of 98 BSN students passed the exam, placing UTPA's passing rate in the top
third in the state. NCLEX gives nursing graduates a license to practice as entry-level RNs or
LPNs in the United States. Way to go Broncs!
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Community Health Check
Students get head start in caring for public

by Jennifer Berghom

rit lands in
n Republic
nesses, they also distributed a UTPA backpack filled
with a toothbrush, toothpaste and plastic cup as well
as some Bronc Country pens and baseballs for the
young audience members.
SAMS students also gave the children some good
nutrition tips in a class describing the benefits of
eating fruits and vegetables over junk food. SAMS
members raised money during 2012 for an annual
trip to participate in a public health experience in
a Spanish-speaking country. Such service learning
projects combine their academic classroom curriculum with meaningful community service focused
on enhanced intervention for Spanish speaking
patients. UTPA offers a unique academic program
leading to a minor in Medical Spanish. To learn
more, visit http://utpa.edu/medicalspanish.

2000

When students enrolled in UTPA's Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) program
participated in that program's 11th annual
community fairs this past fall, they not only
received hands-on training, they also saved
a life.
"There was one guy we had to send to
the hospital because his blood pressure was
sky high," said Elinor Sanchez, a recent
BSN graduate.
Her colleague, Adriana Mena, said she recalled the man's blood pressure was 250 over
150 – dangerously high.
"We were happy that we were able to catch
this in time and send him to the hospital,"
said Mena, who graduated December 2012.
"If he would have not come, he wouldn't have
known. He would have kept going unknowingly having his blood pressure that high and
he could have died."
Programs in the College of Health Sciences
and Human Services (CHSHS) have a long
and rich history of hosting and participating
in health fairs and other important events
designed to provide health education and
promotion information and health care
services to the public. Participation in these
events, also, provides important “real life”
learning experiences for UTPA students. In
the process of learning and serving the community, students benefit from networking
that may later lead to employment.
“Partnering with area health care providers
to meet the needs of our community is one of
the University’s and College's goals,” said Dr.
John Ronnau, CHSHS dean.
"Many of the disciplines in our College
depend upon clinical internship sites to

complete the education of our students, so all
of these partnerships are mutually beneficial
and absolutely essential to the success of the
college," Ronnau added.
In addition to internships, health fairs expose students to what they will see as health
care providers in the community and allow
them to develop their skills, he said.
Isai Grenados, a second-year pharmacy
student in the cooperative program and president of the Mexican American Association of
Pharmacy Students, said the health fairs have
allowed him and fellow students to travel to
many low-income communities throughout
South Texas to provide services to patients.
"We wanted to get our services as pharmacists out into the community and show
what we can do for the public in general.
We really do have a lot of services to offer,"
Grenados said.
These types of experiences, Grenados said
help better prepare him and fellow students
to enter the health care industry because it
exposes them to real-world situations.
At health fairs held jointly by the nursing
and the UT/UTPA Cooperative Pharmacy
programs, students conducted health screenings and educated the public about maintaining healthy lifestyles. Various health care
providers administered shots for Hepatitis A
and B, the flu and conducted screenings for
diabetes, cancer and checked patients' body
mass indexes.
About 2,000 people attended the nursing
health fair in Alton and about 200 went to the
health fair hosted by the pharmacy students
at Med Aid Pharmacy in Edinburg.
To learn more, visit www.utpa.edu/hshs.

UTPA students, faculty and staff were in the giving spirit and
collected over 2,000 food items during “Broncs Giving Week,” Nov.
5-10, 2012. All food items were donated to the Food Bank of the Rio
Grande Valley. The UTPA community also collected toys during the
holiday season for Valley children in need of a little Bronc cheer.
Bronc Life | 9
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Bronc spirit is alive and well at UTPA. Sponsored
by the University Program Board and the UTPA
Spirit Program, the entire campus community came
together to celebrate the annual Spirit Week, Oct.
5-12, 2012. From campus decorating to an energypacked tailgate to the traditional lighting of the
UTPA letters, Spirit Week culminated with Midnight
Madness, which kicked off the first day of the
basketball season at UTPA. See how our Broncs go
mad when it comes to school spirit.

Inspiring Opera

Giving a bold voice to the American Dream
by Gail Fagan

Not many 22-year-old college students'
lives become the inspiration for an opera.
But the story of David Moreno, a
one-time undocumented immigrant
who became a top student, a premier
trumpeter, and a member of an awardwinning university Mariachi group that
played at the White House is one that
the Houston Grand Opera (HGO) wants
to tell.
Moreno's tale of reaching for his dream
while facing fear, poverty and rejection
by the country he knows as home will be
showcased in a 45-minute operetta – "Past
the Checkpoints" – that will premiere in
Houston and tour through South Texas in
February 2013.
Moreno is tentatively scheduled to
play the trumpet in the production
commissioned for the HGOco, an
HGO initiative that aims to connect the
company to the community.
"I never imagined I would do anything
like this," said Moreno, a music major at
UT Pan American who began playing a
used horn in the sixth grade. "I want to
teach music but my dream is to perform."
Born in Monterrey, Mexico, Moreno
crossed over to the United States with
his family in 1995 on a tourist visa.
However, seeking a better life, his
parents stayed and the visa expired. Life
got "tough, very tough," Moreno said.
When he started playing the trumpet,
he said he wanted to be the best at it.
"I had the mentality that, even though
I didn't have a lot of stuff, I didn't need
a lot of stuff to be good at playing my
horn," Moreno said. "When opportunities
came, I was prepared to take them."
During his teenage years at Rio Grande
City High School, he often hid his status
from friends and teachers, couldn't drive
and missed many school trips because
he couldn't fly or pass through a road
checkpoint. With hard work and the help
of scholarships, he enrolled at UTPA,
where he joined a number of music
groups, including Mariachi Aztlán.
In 2010, the group's winning ways at
famed national Mariachi competitions

led to an invitation to perform for
President Barack Obama at the signing
of the Hispanic education bill. Moreno,
whose family by then had started the legal
proceedings to obtain permanent visas,
received his green card just two weeks
before the trip.
Mariachi Aztlán's sound and growing
reputation also caught the attention
of then-HGO Director Anthony Freud
who invited the group to perform in the
world's first mariachi opera - Cruzar la
Cara de la Luna (To Cross the Face of
the Moon) in December 2010. That is
when the company discovered Moreno's
passion for music and his story.
"David is a fantastic trumpeter and we
were really taken by his musical sound,"
said Sandra Bernhard, HGOco director.
She said the company also saw the
operatic potential of a Dream Act child's
undocumented life and its relevance
in light of the current immigration
debate. The Dream Act is proposed
federal legislation, which would legalize
the status of several million
undocumented youth,
like Moreno was.

David Hanlon, the opera's composer
who was also musical director for the
first mariachi opera and familiar with
Moreno's musical and leadership abilities,
said he wants the opera to show the fear
and uncertainty an undocumented status
brings. He described Moreno as "just a
great kid" and his story as emotionally
touching.
"The first time David was able to pass
the checkpoint was to travel to D.C. with
Mariachi Aztlán to play for President
Obama … I find that a poignant,
wonderful story about David as a person
and what the checkpoint means to so
many kids in Texas," Hanlon said. "It is a
story of relevance for everybody - it's
humanitarian and it
is also universal in
scope. It is not just
about those kids
hoping for the
Dream Act; this
is about our next
generation and a
big question that
we all need
to face."

SPECIAL NOTE:
The "Past the Checkpoints"
opera will open at the
Talento Bilingue de
Houston Feb. 15-16 and
begin a tour of South
Texas communities on
Feb. 17. The opera will
return to Houston for
additional performances
on Feb. 26, 27 and March
1. To learn more, visit
houstongrandopera.org/hgoco.
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FACULTY MATTERS

Fighting bacteria, saving lives
by Douglas Young
Dr. James Bullard is persistent. The
assistant professor in the Department
of Chemistry has carried out research
to discover novel antibiotics for many
years. After his arrival at UTPA four
years ago, he sought funding opportunities to continue his research.
After receiving several small grants,
he used that funding to produce findings that allowed him to apply for
national funding from the National
Institutes of Health (NIH). In July of
2012, he was awarded a multi-year
grant from the National Institute of
General Medical Sciences that will
total a half million dollars.
Prior to UTPA, his research
culminated in the creation of
a publically traded company
(Replidyne, Inc.) involved
in drug discovery research.
However, since the days
of his doctoral work, he
has always aspired to
be back in academia
– a place where he
could do more pure
research and work
with students.

Robots Working Together
by Douglas Young

There is nothing unusual about
robots anymore – they are used in
manufacturing, we see them used
by police to defuse bombs and
they are available as toys.
But today’s robots work by
themselves. They cannot work
together to solve problems as
humans can do. If a large area
of the ocean bottom needs to be
searched to find a ship’s wreckage, robotic underwater vehicles
must work by themselves. That
means searchers have a choice:
either use just one robot (and take
a long time to finish a search) or
deploy lots of robots, which may
overlap and duplicate each other’s
work (which is expensive and
inefficient).
Believing there is a better way,
Dr. Wenjie Dong of the Department of Electrical Engineering,
won a grant totaling almost
$500,000 for three years from the
Department of Defense to develop
ways for multiple independent
mobile robots to share information and work together. Using the
example of an undersea search,
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each robot would operate on its
own during the search, but would
also tell other robots what it had
found. Other units could then
determine if they were merely
duplicating another robot’s work
and move to a new area that is not
being searched.
“Think of the idea as if we were
studying a flock of birds. Each
bird is an independent creature,
yet when they fly together in a
flock, they instantly share information with each other. The birds
don’t run into each other and they
all fly toward the same destination,” said Dong. “It is like a form
of artificial intelligence that will
make robots much more efficient
and cost effective.”
Dong already has some mobile
robots in the department laboratory, but the grant will allow him
to purchase more and hire two
graduate students to work on the
research. The native of China
will be collaborating with other
researchers at the University of
California-Riverside where he
earned his Ph.D.

His work has always been directed at
understanding macromolecular systems
in pathogenic bacterial. Bacterial infections are a worldwide health hazard,
often causing infections and problems in
both hospital and community settings,
the newest frontier being the threat of
terrorists using pathogenic bacteria as
agents of bioterrorism. The NIH funded
research will focus specifically on screening for antibacterial agents against the
bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the
major cause of hospital-acquired infections and the primary cause of death
in patients with cystic fibrosis. In this
current research, Bullard will focus on
identifying chemical compounds that
inhibit certain proteins involved in bacterial protein synthesis and thereby inhibit
their growth.
His NIH grant will fund two graduate students to carry out research on the
project while the use of other funding
sources will allow between eight to 12
undergraduate students to do part-time
research. UTPA students will conduct
much of the hands-on work as well as
participate in the planning phase for all
stages of the project.

On the Path
to High Tech
Dr. Hasina Huq, an assistant
professor in the Department
of Electrical Engineering, said
computer chips designed by
UTPA students in 2009 and
2011 inspired faculty from
UTPA and UT Brownsville
to work together to acquire a
grant from the National Science
Foundation.
The newly won grant will
be used to purchase $215,000
worth of instruments to work
on semiconductor and thin film
research said Huq.
“This grant will give us the
ability to do more in-depth
research than we can do now
and it will allow both graduate
and undergraduate students
to do the kind of research we
could not do before” said the
native of Bangladesh. “In the
long run, it will help our students design and fabricate chips
with more power.”
Once the instruments are
set up and working in a lab
at UTPA, they will be used to
study how to design the insulation between the layers of a
computer chip thus helping to
create ever small chips. Though
the work will be considered
“pure research,” it will obviously
benefit students by giving them
practical experience in research and design and provide
leverage for obtaining additional grants.
Huq worked closely with Dr.
Nazmul Islam and Dr. Davood
Askari of UT Brownsville, and
UTPA’s Dr. Steven Tidrow of
the Department of Physics and
Geology and Dr. Dorina Mihut
of the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

The

Write Stuff
Books by UTPA Faculty and Staff

Health Promotion in
Nursing 3rd Edition
Dr. Carolina Huerta
Chair, Department of Nursing
Dr. Janice
A. Maville
Professor, Nursing
PUBLISHER’S NOTES

"Health Promotion in
Nursing" takes readers
through a holistic approach
of health and wellness
that examines healthy
lifestyles from a biological,
psychological, social, and
environmental perspective.

Research Methods For
Criminology And Criminal
Justice - 3rd Edition
Dr. Mark L.
Dantzker
Professor, Criminal Justice
Co-written with Ronald D. Hunter
PUBLISHER’S NOTES

This book introduces
students to the functions
of criminal justice research
including scientific theory,
research language, and
design. This edition is
updated with new case
studies and special topics.

Investigating UniversitySchool Partnerships
Dr. Irma N.
Guadarrama
Professor, Curriculum & Instruction
Co-written with Janice Nath & John Ramsy
PUBLISHER’S NOTES

This book engages the
reader in research or case
studies that foreground
real-life, authentic contexts,
which, in turn, are designed
to generate and fashion more
questions and ideas. This is
the fourth book in the PDS
Research Series.

Nonlinear Partial
Differential Equations for
Scientists and Engineers –
3rd Edition
Dr. Lokenath
Debnath
Professor, Mathematics
PUBLISHER’S NOTES

The revised third edition
of this successful book
presents a comprehensive
and systematic treatment of
linear and nonlinear partial
differential equations and
their varied and updated
applications.

SLAM DUNK READ

Bronc basketball topic of professor's latest book
What originally started out as a book on Rio
Grande Valley basketball, turned into a 500page historical look at Bronc basketball for
Dr. Greg Selber, UTPA associate professor for
communication and sports journalist.
“I wanted to write a book about college
basketball that was more in depth than just a
media guide,” said Selber. “With all the available
information UTPA already had in the archives, I
felt it was my responsibility to UTPA and to our
community to collect all the information and write
a comprehensive account of Bronc ball that people
could really be proud of.”
His latest manuscript, "Bronc Ball: The History
of College Basketball at Pan American," catalogs

a wide range of material from each season –
beginning in 1927 – with extensive facts on each
game to important and relevant historical context
of UTPA basketball.
In addition, Selber gathers dozens of intermittent
oral histories from some of UTPA’s beloved
basketball players.
"Bronc Ball" can be purchased at the University
Bookstore or online at amazon.com.
The book is published by the UTPA Press.
Selber is also the author of "Border Ball:
The History of High School Football in the Rio
Grande Valley." In 2011, he was named Putt Powell
Sports Writer of the Year by the Texas High School
Coaches Association.
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REGENTS' AWARDS

GLORIOUS

SIX
UTPA faculty
land prestigious
UT System
Regents' Awards
by Gail Fagan
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Six more UT Pan American faculty
members recently joined a growing list
of educators at the institution recognized with the highest honor for teaching that The University of Texas System
Board of Regents bestows - the Regents'
Outstanding Teaching Award.
They were among 65 faculty members
from academic institutions across the
UT System selected to share $1.8 million in awards this year. Each received
a $25,000 cash award, considered to
be one of the largest in the nation for
rewarding outstanding faculty performance. Fourteen other UTPA faculty
members have received the award since
it was established in 2008.
Regents' Chairman William Eugene
Powell said the Board has a responsibility to support, encourage and reward
the UT System's most innovative and
effective educators.
"These annual awards help advance

the culture of excellence and recognize outstanding performance in the
classroom and laboratory that directly
benefit our students for life," Powell said.
Singing the praises of his University's faculty is nothing new to UTPA
President Robert S. Nelsen, who said he
is perpetually telling people across the
state and nation about the outstanding
faculty at UT Pan American and the
difference they are making in the lives of
South Texas students.
"I thank the Board of Regents for
recognizing these six outstanding faculty members, who excel at what they do
and demonstrate daily their dedication
to providing our students a top-notch
education and the experiences and
support they need to be successful,"
Nelsen said.
To read more about the awardwinning faculty, visit www.utpa.edu/
facultyaffairs.

DR. ARTURO FUENTES
Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering

"I try to challenge students to achieve their full potential and roundly develop their engineering skills. I believe it is
my responsibility to stay current in my field, develop and adapt course content and delivery methods, engage in technical and engineering education research, and provide design and research experiences. Consequently, I encourage
my students to maintain high standards of technical expertise, professionalism, and of ethical conduct in their
professional lives."

DR. CAROLINE MILES
Associate Professor, Department of English

"I work hard to create a challenging and yet supportive classroom space, one that respects the values and beliefs of all
my students even as the texts we read and discussions we engage in may challenge their viewpoints and ask them to consider cultural/global perspectives other than their own. I also strive to maximize student engagement through technology and pedagogical innovation, and engender both personal and social responsibility through individual, collaborative,
and service learning projects."

DR. AJE-ORI AGBESE
Associate Professor, Department of Communication

"I believe that I get from my students what I put into them. If I want students to do well, I must present lessons in a way
that will make them learn, make them know why the lesson is important, how they can use it today and tomorrow. I
also believe that teaching must be fun. I teach a subject that is full of weird and funny examples, and when I incorporate
those stories in an entertaining way, the class is memorable and students learn too (sometimes without knowing it)."

DR. SONIA HERNANDEZ
Associate Professor, Department of History and Philosophy

"I see teaching as intricately connected to my research; it has to be meaningful and have real-life implications. In my
classroom students can find a space in which they can express their ideas, share knowledge about their families, and
learn about their place in our nation's history. I feel my responsibility to my students, the community, and to the
profession of history is to help students see themselves as real historians who critically think about the past in ways
that will enrich their present."

DR. EMMY PÉREZ
Associate Professor, Department of English

"By incorporating service learning into my creative writing courses, students, community members and professors collaborate to document border life through poetry, testimonies, fiction, performance, and other creative means that place
emphasis on individual and communal voices. I encourage them to write in the languages they speak and dream in.
Writing is a form of inquiry that helps students better understand their lives and the world. Writing well is a powerful
skill that leads to greater access to more opportunities in life and success in the pursuit of social justice."

DR. KAMAL SARKAR
Lecturer, Department of Mechanical Engineering

"As a teacher I believe in life experiences that never end. I keep learning as I move along. Unless my teachings can relate
to real-life experiences, students will never be able to internalize my lessons. Connection through challenges and getting the solution via iterations are keys to engineering lessons. Frankly, I learn many times with my students together.
This is the fun part for me as an educator. Our students are our ambassadors. Their success is our success."
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The UTPA Department of
Intercollegiate Athletics has plenty
to celebrate this new year as they will
become the eighth member to join the
Western Athletic Conference (WAC) in
all sports starting July 1, 2013.
“Our students will finally have a
voice in NCAA decisions. They will
also have an opportunity to compete for
national championships,” said UT Pan
Am President Robert S. Nelsen.
The WAC membership for 201314 is currently scheduled to include
UTPA, California State University
Bakersfield, Chicago State University,
the University of Idaho, New Mexico
State University, Seattle University
and Utah Valley University, as well as
associate members.

For the first time since the 1997-98
season, when the Broncs were members
of the Sun Belt Conference, UTPA
women’s volleyball, men’s and women’s
basketball, baseball, women’s tennis and
women’s golf will be able to compete for
an automatic qualifier into the NCAA
Tournament.
“This is a defining moment in the
history of UTPA Athletics, and it
has been a long time coming,” said
UTPA Director of Athletics Chris
King. “Aligning ourselves with a
nationally recognized and well-branded
conference such as the WAC will
allow us to gain national exposure
for both UTPA and the entire Rio
Grande Valley.”
WWW.UTPABRONCS.COM

FROM
THE RAFTERS:

Honoring Big Jack’s
legacy Feb. 16

2013 ATHLETICS HALL OF FAME CLASS

Front row, left to right: Jody Ramsey, baseball; Sherwood Stewart, tennis; Detlev Nitsche, tennis; and Mitchell Edwards, basketball.
Back row, left to right: Bobby Rutledge, baseball; Jesus "Chuy" Guerra, basketball; and Don Guillot, baseball.

Seven legendary figures, who have made a major
impact in the world of Pan American sports will be
inducted into the prestigious Broncs Athletics Hall of
Fame on Feb. 16.
The 2013 class will include men's basketball players
Mitchell Edwards and Jesus “Chuy” Guerra (BS ’76,
M.Ed. ’77), former baseball players Bobby Rutledge
(BA ’81) and Don Guillot, and former men's tennis
players Sherwood Stewart and Detlev Nitsche (BBA
’67). Former baseball player Jody Ramsey will also be
posthumously inducted into the Hall of Honor.
The festivities, also part of UTPA’s 2013
Homecoming Alumni Weekend, will continue later
that evening at the men’s basketball game, where
the Broncs take on Houston Baptist University and

UTPA celebrates the 1963 NAIA championship
basketball team as it commemorates 50 years this year
and the legacy of Coach Sam Williams, who passed
away in late October. In addition, the Department
of Intercollegiate Athletics will raise the retired
jersey of UTPA hall of famer, Olympic gold medalist
and former NBA player Lucious Jackson, who was
inducted into the inaugural UTPA Hall of Fame class
in 2007, into the rafters of the UTPA Fieldhouse
before the start of the game.
The induction luncheon will be held at 11 a.m. in
the UTPA Ballroom.
To purchase tickets, go to https://bronccountry.
utpa.edu/homecoming or visit utpabroncs.com/
halloffame to read more about the inductees.

Celebrating

50

The year 1963 was an exciting time for Pan American College
basketball. The Broncs defeated top-ranked Grambling 90-83 in
Kansas City, Mo. and won the first national championship for the
school. Lead by legendary head coach Sam Williams, the team
still holds a special place in the heart of UTPA sports history 50 years later. To commemorate their
championship record, the team and the late Williams, who passed away Oct. 22, 2012, will be honored
Feb. 16 at the UTPA Fieldhouse, 7 p.m., for their contribution to Bronc Country.

YEARS

Lucious "Big Jack" Jackson,
widely considered the greatest
Bronc of all time, will have his
retired No. 54 jersey raised
into the rafters of the UTPA
Fieldhouse.
UTPA Athletics will honor the
Broncs’ Hall of Famer, Olympic
Gold Medalist and former NBA
player before the start of the
men's basketball game at 7 p.m.
on Feb. 16 during Homecoming
Weekend.
“I think it's a wonderful honor,”
Jackson said. “I'm grateful that
UTPA is doing this.”
Jackson's No. 54 was originally
retired across all sports on Nov.
12, 1964 by the Pan American
College Board of Regents. His
number was the first to be retired
in school history and the only
one to be retired across all sports.
Since then, only Hall of Fame
baseball head coach Al Ogletree
has had his number retired.
“Retiring a jersey is one of
the greatest honors in college
athletics. After all Luke did for
Pan American, he deserves to
have his number hanging at the
UTPA Fieldhouse for many years
to come,” said UTPA Director of
Athletics Chris King.
An inductee of the Rio Grande
Valley and Louisisana sports hall
of fames, he spent three seasons
with the Broncs, leading them to
a 1962-63 national championship.
He went on to help Team USA win
the gold medal in men's basketball
at the 1964 Tokyo Olympics
and gold again at the 1963 Pan
American Games in Brazil.
He was the fourth overall pick
for the Philadelphia 76ers in the
1964 NBA Draft and played in
522 games across eight seasons in
the NBA. He was named to the
NBA All-Rookie Team, the NBA
All-Star Team, and was a starter
alongside Wilt Chamberlain on
the 1966-67 76ers squad that won
the NBA Championship.
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Broncs support
their littlest fan
by Jennifer Berghom

Nolan Naranjo wants to be a baseball player
when he grows up.
Last May, Nolan, now five years old, had the
opportunity to play his favorite sport with his
favorite team when he joined UT Pan American's
Broncs baseball team on the mound and threw
out the ceremonial first pitch.
But the boy's chances of making the major
leagues are jeopardized. Last year, Nolan was
diagnosed with severe aplastic anemia, then
later MDS, also known as pre-leukemia, and
needs a bone marrow transplant. So far, of the 9
million people already listed on the national bone
marrow registry, no one has been found to be
a match for Nolan.
On Sept. 12, 2012, the Bronc baseball team
led a bone marrow drive in hopes of finding a
marrow donor for Nolan. About 250 students,
faculty and staff signed up for the national
registry and offered samples of their cheek cells
to determine if they are a match for the young
baseball fan.
Nolan's aunt, Bea Naranjo ('98), said the
family has gone through five donation drives and
that this one had the most turn out.
"Words cannot describe what it feels like [to
receive so much support from the community],"
Naranjo said. "People come up and say, 'I want to
join the registry.' It's amazing."
Broncs Baseball Coach Manny Mantrana said
the team was introduced to Nolan and his family
through another blood drive they did in honor
of a little girl battling the same illness. The team
decided to hold another drive to help Nolan as
a way of paying back to the community that has
supported the student-athletes.
"What better way [to give back] than to try
to save the life of a 5-year-old? It's our privilege
to be able to do something like this and I hope

we find a match," Mantrana said. "We did so well
we ran out of forms. I'm extremely proud of the
UTPA family."
The baseball players said they were happy to
help the child find a bone marrow match.
"It was a fulfilling experience," said outfielder
Alex Howe, a junior majoring in kinesiology.
"The opportunity to help someone out, especially
Nolan – he's only 5 years old – he deserves the
opportunity to have a joyful life and obviously
has been through a rough time so far. We're more
than happy to come out here... Pan Am has been
great to us, we just want to give back to Pan Am."
Andy Fortuna, also a junior majoring in
kinesiology, said he remembers meeting Nolan
and his family during a blood drive held in the
boy's honor last year.
"He was such a nice and warm kid and we
met his parents and his brother," Fortuna said.
"To get the opportunity to help them gave me the
enthusiasm to help him out."
Fortuna said he was pleased to see so many
people from the University community step up to
the plate to help Nolan.
"As soon as I told them about Nolan they
were like, 'sure we'll help you,'" he said. "It really
surpassed our expectations."
To date, a perfect match for Nolan has not
been found. His mother was a 50 percent match,
which allowed doctors to use her donation in
combination with chemotherapy for treatment.
Mantrana and team members showed their
support for Nolan again the following month after
the boy underwent chemotherapy treatments and
lost most of his hair by shaving their heads.
Learn more about joining the National Bone
Marrow Registry by contacting the National
Marrow Donor Program, call 1-800-MARROW2
(1-800-627-7692) or visit www.marrow.org.

"Words cannot
describe what
it feels like [to
receive so much
support from
the community].
People come
up and say, 'I
want to join the
registry.' It's
amazing."
- B E A N A R AN J O (' 9 8)
Nolan's Aunt

Bronc baseball players show off their freshly
shaven heads in support of 5-year-old Nolan
Naranjo, who is battling severe aplastic
anemia and pre-leukemia, which requires a
bone marrow transplant.
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MILITARY
TO SMALL
BUSINESS:
VBOC shapes
military entrepreneurs
by Melissa Vasquez

" We are

not here
to make
money, we
are here to
inspire
people."
-JA M E S N E I L
CA R P E NTE R ,
Entrepreneur
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James Neil Carpenter traded in his U.S. Army
fatigues for an apron and now serves up tasty
gourmet coffees and espressos in the city of Edinburg. Carpenter, who served seven years in Iraq
and two years in Afghanistan, recently took on a
new assignment – entrepreneur of start-up coffee
company Eagle Bean Coffee Co.
His travels across the globe while in the military allowed him to sample some of the most
exotic and unique coffees. This inspired him to
turn a hobby into a profitable business with a little
help from the UTPA Veterans Business Outreach
Center (VBOC).
Carpenter, who grew up in Pharr, Texas and
attended UT Pan American from 2001-2002,
considers himself a connoisseur of coffee. He said
he drank the brewed beverage during military
operations to stay awake. Carpenter said he opened
the business, which took flight in September 2012,
so that it could serve as a sanctuary for anyone to
walk in and just relax.
“We are not here to make money, we are here to
inspire people,” he said.
Thanks to VBOC, Carpenter said his business
venture was made possible, and he owes a big
thanks to VBOC Director Carlos Gutierrez (BBA
’06), who helped him develop his business plan.
Gutierrez also assisted Carpenter with research and
analysis on the best location for the coffee house.
Carpenter is one of many success stories Gutierrez is happy to tout; it's also the first veteran-owned
business he and VBOC helped open in Edinburg.
His wish is to see VBOC help in the creation of
more veteran-owned businesses in Edinburg and

throughout the Rio Grande Valley. VBOC, funded
through a cooperative agreement with the U.S.
Small Business Administration (SBA), provides entrepreneurial development services and mentoring
to eligible veterans, reservist, National Guard, and
active duty personnel. Gutierrez said VBOC’s reach
isn’t just local, it covers a five-state area, known as
SBA Region 6 that includes all of Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas and New Mexico. It is one of
15 centers in the United States.
To further support veterans as they transition
out of military life into civilian living, Gutierrez,
a former Marine, said VBOC will be one of the
primary service providers giving presentations for
the entrepreneurship track all over Texas for a new
national initiative from the Department of Defense
and SBA, known as Boots to Business. It is an
optional track of the new Transition Assistance
Program (TAP) that also offers options for career
training and higher education preparation.
The two-man office, which also includes Business Adviser Bill Lyckman, a former Marine,
said they successfully have been able to start
one veteran-owned business every other month
during the current fiscal year, which has been a
great success for VBOC and UTPA. Both veterans
estimate they work with between 10-20 clients
each a month, which is a 10 percent increase over
last year.
“I feel with the economy bouncing back our
number of clients is increasing. This trend is also
the result of the drawdown of operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan," Gutierrez said.
To learn more, visit www.utpa.edu/vboc.

L
egendary
Congressman

Leaves archive to UTPA
by Gail Fagan

The "man of the people," former U.S. Congressman Eligio "Kika"
de la Garza, who was more often referred to as "Kika" by his constituents than Congressman, said he hopes UT Pan American students
who investigate his Congressional Papers Collection permanently
housed at the UTPA Library are "inspired to aspire" and remember
that this is the place where he came from.
"We had several requests throughout the nation [for the archive]
but we chose Pan American because this is home. This is where I
started," said de la Garza, who attended Edinburg Junior College now UT Pan American.
On Nov. 9, de la Garza, who served in Congress representing
Texas' District 15 from 1965-1997, unveiled his extensive archive
at a ceremony celebrating the opening of the collection, which will
become a valuable resource for scholarly research by students and
academics worldwide. De la Garza was a representative in the Texas
State Legislature from 1952-1964 before serving as a U.S. Congressman in presidential administrations spanning from Lyndon Johnson
to Bill Clinton.
"I appreciate that you [UTPA] will be the caretaker of 32 years of
my life. Years from now, the students here will say 'Kika de la Garza
pasó por aquí [came through here],'" he said.
UT Pan American President Robert S. Nelsen praised de la
Garza's expansive impact on the community, including his role in
the University's transition into The University of Texas System.
"You may think that you are short, but you are a giant of a man,"
Nelsen said.
De la Garza, now 85, donated his congressional papers to Pan
American in 1998. The task of processing the almost 400 linear feet
of archival materials gained momentum with the receipt in 2010
of a nearly $62,000 grant from the National Historical Publication
and Records Commission. The library also began work three years
ago on an oral history project consisting of videotaped interviews
with de la Garza, which was supported by UTPA Foundation Board
member Edward Muñoz.
"He was one of the first Hispanics who had a strong footprint in
the Hispanic community and culture while still navigating his way
through the U.S. Congress," Munoz said. "He was a role model for
Hispanics and what they can achieve."
Those interested in accessing the archive may contact UTPA Archivist Diane Tyink at tyinkds@utpa.edu or (956) 665-2766.
Top photo: Left to right are UTPA First Lady Jody Nelsen, UTPA President Robert
S. Nelsen, Congressman de la Garza's wife Lucille, Congressman Eligio "Kika" de
la Garza, District 40 State Representative Terry Canales, UTPA Library Dean
Farzaneh Razzaghi, and UTPA Vice President for University Advancement and
former state representative for District 41 Veronica Gonzales. Second photo: The de
la Garzas with UTPA Foundation Board member Edward Muñoz and wife Susan.
Third photo: The de la Garzas show President Nelsen some of the newspaper clippings in the collection documenting the congressman's time in office. Bottom photo:
An array of photos of de la Garza with numerous U.S. presidents – from Nixon to
Clinton – over the years.
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by Melissa Vasquez
The saying “you only get better with
age” most definitely applies to The
University of Texas-Pan American
as it celebrates 85 years of academic
excellence. With its more than 76,000
alumni, current and future students
joining the fold every year, and the
visionaries who helped build the
University we know and love today, the
spirit of Bronc Country is strong.
During its 85 years, Pan American has
experienced many changes like being
renamed six times – Edinburg College,
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Edinburg Jr. College, Edinburg Regional
College, Pan American College, Pan
American University, and UTPA. With
each name change the school grew
in stature and prestige. Then, there is
the expansion from one building that
housed 200 students to moving across
the railroad tracks where more than 50
buildings stand today – just a few blocks
west of its original location, now a
historical site. Perhaps the biggest change
came when Pan American merged with
The University of Texas System in 1989

making us “The University of TexasPan American” and the jewel of higher
education in the region.

Birth of
Bronc Country

UTPA was born Edinburg College on
Sept. 9, 1927. It started as a two-year
community college with 196 students
under the guidance of the Edinburg
School District, which at the time was
looking to expand its high school.
Running the college was President

H.C. Baker, who encouraged students
in the area to continue their schooling
beyond high school. The school was up
and running thanks to some help from
state representative W.R. Montgomery
and college trustees, who took the
cause to Austin and fought to get the
school established, said Montgomery's
granddaughter and former Pan American
University Regent Margaret L. McAllen.
“He [Montgomery] introduced a bill
to create Edinburg College and the bill
was passed and the school was placed on
the grounds of Edinburg public schools,”
recalls McAllen.
When Edinburg College opened, the
1920s were an exciting time for the youth
of the era. “The Great Gatsby” was the
bestseller at the time and young ladies
dubbed themselves “Flappers” with their
short dresses and stylishly bobbed hair.
The college was home to 196 students, 25
full-time faculty members, and the cost of
attendance was $10 for Edinburg School
District residents and $20 for non-district
residents. Even then, President Baker and
its trustees saw the potential in the little
college to be even greater.
“When you look at the history of this
institution and you look at the people
who were trustees and regents, two
words come to mind: One of the words
was they were visionaries they looked
beyond the immediate future. Another
word that comes to mind is that they were
courageous,” said Dr. Miguel A. Nevárez,
former UTPA president, who served from
1981-2004 as the University’s leader.

Taking on
New Personas

With Bronc Country heading into the
1930s and 1940s, the college set its sights
on becoming a “First-Class Junior College”
and the sports scene on campus was
booming in 1948 with an intercollegiate
football team, winning basketball program,
and the start of the first baseball team.
Rene Wallace, who attended Edinburg
Junior College and Edinburg Regional
College, reminisces about the time she was
asked to travel to Austin and lobby to make
the school a four-year university. Wallace,
the daughter-in-law of former Edinburg
Junior College Trustee J. Wade Wallace,
said it was an honor for her to represent her
alma mater.
“It was so exciting. We hopped into our
cars and went up there and met with the

Senate Appropriations Committee and they
asked me about the Rio Grande Valley,”
she recalls. “Well the Valley at that time
was just starting to really boom and I said
‘Edinburg is growing, the Valley is growing
and there are a lot of young people like me
who want an education, but their parents
do not have the money to send them off. If
we had a school here, no telling how many
(students) we would have graduating from
Pan American,’” Wallace said.
McAllen, whose father J. C. Looney
was a Pan American College regent from
1952-1958, said she remembers during her
father’s time on the board the hot topic of
discussion was expanding the college to a
bigger location and changing its identity
one more time to Pan American College.
“Well by this time the school had grown
so much that the need for expansion was
obvious and by this point part of this
campus had moved west in Edinburg where
it is located now, but the board realized they
had to acquire more real estate. So they
purchased small parcels of farmland with
South Texas brush and mesquite where the
campus is now,” she said.
To help the campus grow, Carrol A.
Norquest Sr., who attended Edinburg
College in 1927 and was a local farmer/
rancher in the area, invested his own money
to hold 50 acres of farmland to begin the
establishment of where UTPA sits today. He
paid option money to hold the land until
the citizens of Edinburg gathered enough
funds to buy the property for the college.
During the 1960s enrollment grew
to more than 4,000 students and the
Broncs were crowned the NAIA National
Champions in basketball and men’s tennis.
By the 1970s the enrollment continued
to grow and it was clear that Hispanic
students were the majority on campus.
Today, UTPA has a 90 percent Hispanic
student population. As the disco era died
down, the 1980s swooped in and so began
the “MTV generation” and probably the
most important decade for the University.
The year 1989 was very significant for
the campus. It was when Pan American
University joined forces with the UT
System, forever changing higher education
in South Texas.
Ruben Cardenas, who was appointed by
Governor Dolph Brisco to serve on the Pan
American University Board of Regents from
1974-1979, including a term as chairman,
said the board worked well together at
the time and were on a mission to lay the

We must
“reenergize

ourselves and
the community.
The future of the
Valley and the
nation depends
on Pan Am being
successful.

”

- R O B E RT S . N E LS E N
UT Pan Am President

amazing
“ Ittoisseejust
what Pan
American and the
UT System have
done. It is a great
opportunity for
our children to
advance.

”

-R U B E N CA R D E N AS
Former Pan American University
Board of Regent, 1974-1979

Continued on pg. 26
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Edinburg Mayor Richard Garcia and wife Myra
join in on the Bronc festivities.

UTPA President Robert S. Nelsen and wife Jody enjoy the evening with Pan American University
Regents John L. Bluntzer (left) and Morris Atlas (center), and Atlas' wife Rita.

Family of former Edinburg Jr. College trustee J.
Wade Wallace celebrate their part in UTPA history.

Happy 85th Anniversary PAN AM!

Pan American University Regent Ruben Cardenas celebrates 85 years of UTPA with his
wife Dardanella (left) and Sister Sylvia (Right).

Past trustees and regents of Pan American came together to
reflect on eight decades of achievement for the campus during its
“Sapphire Year” bash at the Fieldhouse on Nov. 2. The evening belonged to the visionaries whose foresight led to the University
we love today.
UTPA President Robert S. Nelsen welcomed a crowd of more
than 300 at an event honoring 98 former trustees and regents of the
University prior to its merging with the UT System in 1989.
“Trustees, regents, families, we honor you today and we will always honor you for your vision, your bravery and your commitment
to higher education in the Rio Grande Valley,” Nelsen said.
Since 1927, this University has been bold and it continues to be
bold, Nelsen said to the many families of trustees and regents no
longer living. Nelsen told the audience it was important to honor
those who endured struggles to help transform the small two-year
Edinburg College into a thriving first-class University of more than
19,000 students and almost 75,000 graduates today.

Pan American University Regent Shan
Rankin with husband Davis.

Students perform a 1930s-1940s
blast from the past.
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UTPA students entertain the crowd
with a 1920s number.

Left to right are Pan American University Regent Eddie R. Cano, Vice President for University Advancement Veronica Gonzales, former UTPA President
Miguel A. Nevárez, and UTPA Chief of Staff and Governmental Relations Officer
Lisa Prieto.

Tom (left) and Jody (center) Aderhold, family members of
Edinburg Jr. College Trustee H. C. Aderhold Sr., celebrate
Bronc Country with Carol Rausch (right), former UTPA
assistant to the president.

Standing left to right are Pan American University Regents Horacio L. Barrera and Ramon Garcia, with Chris
Trevino, attendee. Sitting are Linda C. Barrera, Reba Showers and Joyce G. Smith.

UTPA Blazers rocked the night away to the 50s.

Family of Edinburg College trustee Plutarco de
la Viña show their Bronc pride.

UTPA administrators Marty Baylor, vice president for Business Affiars; Dr. Havidán Rodríguez, vice president for Academic Affairs; Martha Cantú, vice president for Student Affairs; Robert S. Nelsen, UTPA president; Veronica Gonzales,
vice president for University Advancement; Terry Thompson, chief legal officer; and Lisa Prieto, chief of staff and governmental relations officer, join Bucky the Bronc for a UTPA family portrait.

Ballet Folklórico wows the crowd.

Nelsen and former UTPA President Blandina Cardenas
enjoy a laugh during the celebration.

Family of former Edinburg Junior College trustee Lloyd J. Roberts meet the Nelsens during the night.
Left to right are Mark, Harry L. and Terese A. Roberts.

Continued from pg. 23
groundwork for the future of the region.
“At that point we tried hard to get into the UT
System, but we did not succeed. However, we began
to lay the groundwork for the future when it would
happen,” Cardenas said.
Cardenas, an attorney, said his father J. A.
Cardenas had served as an Edinburg Regional
College trustee and it was important for him to
continue his father’s mission of ensuring everyone in
the Valley received the best education possible.
“What I saw my dad do, this was something that
I wanted to do,” Cardenas said. “It is just amazing
to see what Pan American and the UT System have
done. It is a great opportunity for our children to
advance.”

UTPA Today

So what does the future hold for this little giant
of a university in Texas? According to UT Pan
American President Robert S. Nelsen there is so
much more to accomplish and the story of higher
education in the Rio Grande Valley is not finished
yet. To date, the campus is home to more than
19,300 students and offers one of the lowest tuition
rates in the United States. Nelsen said there are big
plans in store for the University that will take UTPA
beyond campus boundaries into industry, schools
and homes.
“We must reenenergize ourselves and the
community,” Nelsen said. “The future of the
Valley and the nation depends on Pan Am
being successful.”
To assist in the revitalizing of the region and
Bronc Country, the UT System Board of Regents
and Chancellor Francisco Cigarroa announced in
early December 2012 they will pursue legislation
during the 2013 legislative session that will unite
UT Pan American, UT Brownsville, and a future
medical school under one umbrella to create one
institution that will become one of the largest
Hispanic Serving Institutions in the United States.
“Rather than having competing institutions,
if this legislation passes, the Valley will have one
voice, The University of Texas-Pan American, The
University of Texas-Brownsville, and the future
Valley medical school, all speaking together as one
institution for the betterment of the students in the
Valley and for those who need medical attention,”
Nelsen said.
The new university is expected to have a student
enrollment of more than 27,000, an endowment
of $70.5 million, research expenditures totaling
$11 million, and a total operating budget of $419
million. In addition, it is expected to create 7,000
new jobs in the Valley and 3,000 spin-off jobs. The
plan also includes establishing administrative offices
in McAllen.
This major initiative will be a defining moment in
UTPA history that will impact future generations of
Broncs to come Nelsen said.
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1927-1989
Trustees
& Regents
Edinburg College
Trustees • 1927-1933
Mr. H. C. Aderhold Sr.†
Mr. John Box†
Mr. E. A. Brown†
Mr. Amado Cavazos†
Mr. M. Chapa Montalvo†
Mr. Plutarco de la Viña†
Mr. C. L. Fortson Sr.†
Mr. Jose Guerra†
Mr. J. M. Jetton†
Mr. M. Mcilhenny†
Mr. A. G. Norris†
Mr. Nels Pederson†
Mr. J. G. Ramsey†
Mr. H. E. Tewell†
Mr. L. E. Tinkler†
Mr. A. Vela†

Edinburg Jr. College
Trustees • 1933-1948
Mr. H. C. Aderhold Sr.†
Mr. Alfonso J. Alamia Sr.†
Mr. R. C. Broaddus†
Mr. W. C. Brumley†
Mr. J. A. Cardenas†
Mr. A. Cavazos Jr.†
Mr. J. M. Chapa†
Mr. M. Chapa Montalvo†
Mr. A. L. Cramer†
Mr. G. D. Guerra†
Mr. J. A. Guerra†
Mr. Jose Guerra†
Mr. A. G. Haigh†
Mr. C. I. Haven†
Mr. W. G. Killough†
Mr. Fred Perez†
Mr. L. J. Roberts Sr.†
Mr. E. M. Smith†
Mr. Cecil V. Stephens†
Mr. Carl T. Vanway Jr.†
Mr. Robert L. Vogler†
Mr. J. Wade Wallace†

Edinburg Regional
College Regents
• 1948-1952
Honorable Jose R. Alamia†
Mr. Victor T. Bobo†
Mr. J. M. Chapa†
Mr. Santos Gorena†
Mr. G. D. Guerra†
Dr. Ralph E. Hamme†
Mr. C. I. Haven†
Mr. W. G. Killough†
Mr. Charles L. Melden†
Mr. W. E. Richards†
Mr. Sawnie B. Smith†
Mr. Cecil V. Stephens†

† deceased

Pan American College
Regents • 1952-1971
Honorable Jose R. Alamia†
Mr. Ralph L. Alexander†
Mr. Morris Atlas
Mr. Joe E. Chapa Sr.†
Mr. Moulton Cobb†
Mr. Shelley H. Collier Jr.
Mr. Carl C. Conley†
Mr. Orville I. Cox Sr.†
Mr. A. L. Cramer†
Mr. Barney M. Davis†
Mr. Nathan M. Fitzgerald Sr.†
Mr. Leonel C. Garza Sr.†
Mr. D. V. Guerra Sr.†
Dr. Ralph E. Hamme†
Mr. Lou Hassell†
Mrs. M. W. Held†
Mr. John C. Jones Jr.†
Mr. Alfred A. King†
Mr. Charles E. Koen†
Mr. Raymond G. Lambe†
Judge J. C. Looney†
Mr. Matias Lopez†
Mr. Al Martin
Mr. Felix T. Martinez†
Dr. Joe May†
Mr. Charles L. Melden†
Mr. Ernesto Moreno†
Mr. Henry C. Morris Jr.†
Mr. Thomas B. Sammons Jr.†
Mrs. Marialice Shary Shivers†
Mr. Sawnie B. Smith†
Dr. Lloyd M. Southwick†
Mr. O. A. Terry†
Mr. Raul J. Tijerina Jr.†
Mr. Scott Toothaker†
Mr. Glenn G. White†

Pan American
University Regents
• 1971-1989
Mr. Morris Atlas
Mr. Horacio L. Barrera
Mr. John L. Bluntzer
Mr. Eddie R. Cano
Mr. Ruben R. Cardenas
Mr. Barney M. Davis†
Mr. David Farb†
Mr. Noe Fernandez
Honorable Ramon Garcia
Mr. Leonel C. Garza Sr.†
Mrs. Enedina B. Guerra†
Mr. Lou Hassell†
Mr. Melvin J. Hill†
Judge Ricardo H. Hinojosa
Mrs. Ann LaMantia†
Mr. Natividad Lopez
Dr. Rodolfo E. Margo†
Mr. Felix T. Martinez†
Dr. Joe May†
Mrs. Margaret L. McAllen
Mr. Henry C. Morris Jr.†
Mr. Bill R. Parker Jr.
Mrs. Berta Perez-Linton
Mrs. Billie C. Pickard†
Mrs. Shan Pickard-Rankin
Mr. Kenton E. Schaefer II
Mr. Homer H. Scott
Mrs. Marialice Shary Shivers†
Mr. Robert W. Shepard
Mr. Raul J. Tijerina Jr.†
Mr. Moises V. Vela Sr.
Mr. Charles L. Villaseñor
Mrs. Lauryn G. White

Let’s Picnic!

Founders’ Day gathering honors UTPA’s 85th anniversary

To commemorate the founding of Edinburg
College in 1927, which, after several name
changes over the years, became UTPA,
the University Program Board hosted the
Founders’ Day Picnic on Nov. 3.
The UTPA Mariachi Aztlán performed
for the many guests in attendance, which
included students ranked in the top 25th
percentile of their high school classes from
all over the Rio Grande Valley and the Bronc
community. The picnic also offered activities
for children, including face painting, inflatable
slides and rides.
For Edinburg Mayor Richard Garcia (BBA
'71), being on campus brought back memories
and reminded him of how far UTPA and the
community have come.
“It's just amazing to see what's happened in
the years I've seen, I certainly don't go back

to 1927, but it's made all the difference in
the world in my life and my sister's life,” said
Garcia, who, along with his sister, College of
Arts and Humanities Dean Dr. Dahlia Guerra
(BA '76), earned their undergraduate degrees
from the University.
Garcia said the University and its earlier
incarnations have always been a part of his
family. His father attended then-Edinburg
Junior College.
“I still remember seeing his textbooks,”
Garcia said. “In our lifetime, it was never a
question of whether you were going to school,
but where, and we didn't have a lot of choice
because we couldn't afford to go to too many
places but at that time it was perfect for us.
This has been the most important thing that
has happened to this area in the last 85 years. I
hope it serves my grandkids well.”

FEBRUARY 13-17, 2013

WELCOME HOME TO BRONC COUNTRY!

We've missed You!

Whether you’re gearing up for your first visit back to campus since you graduated or celebrating your 50th reunion,
Homecoming 2013 Weekend guarantees you will recapture the fun, the friends and the excitement of your Pan American
experience. Join us this February 13-17 for a memory-making weekend of events and activities for the entire family!
Wednesday, February 13, 2013

ALUMNI MIXER

Alumni Center, 6 p.m.
(2402 S. Closner, Edinburg)
To kick off the weekend, let's get together and catch up over
some drinks and appetizers during our all-alumni mixer.
Friday, February 15, 2013

ALUMNI BALL “VIVA LAS VEGAS”

HPE II Bldg., 6:30 p.m.
Las Vegas fun and excitement will make the Alumni Ball an
unforgettable evening. Join us and celebrate some notable
alums – Pillars of Success – and have a ball.
Saturday, February 16, 2013

2013 ATHLETICS HALL OF FAME
INDUCTION LUNCHEON

UTPA Ballroom, 11 a.m.
Join UTPA Athletics for a celebration of legendary Broncs
in UTPA sports history, who will be recognized for their
contributions to Broncs Athletics.

BRONC MADNESS TAILGATE

Fieldhouse Parking Lot, 3 p.m.
Get your Bronc on and party the day away with your
fellow Broncs. Enjoy some family fun as we prepare to cheer
on the Broncs basketball teams later in the day. Join us for a
cook-off and car show too.

"BRONC BALL" BOOK SIGNING
WITH DR. GREG SELBER

Fieldhouse Parking Lot, 4 p.m.
Join Dr. Greg Selber, UTPA journalism professor, for the
launch of his latest book "Bronc Ball," which delves into the
history of Bronc basketball. Former Bronc players will be
there too signing autographs.

HONORING 1963 BASKETBALL
CHAMPS & NO. 54 JERSEY

UTPA Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.
UTPA Athletics will honor Broncs’ Hall of Famer Lucious
"Big Jack" Jackson, whose retired No. 54 jersey will be raised
into the rafters of the Fieldhouse. The 1963 championship
team and the late Sam Williams will also be honored for
their legacies in UTPA sports history.

MEN’S B-BALL VS. HOUSTON BAPTIST
UTPA Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, February 17, 2013

CLASS OF 1963: 50-PLUS
REUNION BRUNCH

UTPA Ballroom, 10:30 a.m.
Class of 1963 and earlier, join us for an intimate gathering
and discover what your classmates have been up to since
graduation and how much your alma mater has grown.

WOMEN'S B-BALL VS. UTAH VALLEY

For more information, call Alumni Relations at (956) 665-2500 or email
alumni@utpa.edu. To purchase tickets for homecoming events, visit

UTPA Fieldhouse, 4:30 p.m.

https://bronccountry.utpa.edu/homecoming.
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Where are they now?
1970s

The Texas Access to Justice
Commission and Texas Access
to Justice Foundation honored

Texas Sen. Juan “Chuy”
Hinojosa (BA ’70) with

Texas selected as state finalists for the annual
Superintendent of the Year award sponsored by
the Texas Association of School Boards (TASB).

1990s

Abraham Padron (BBA '91)

the Texas Access to Justice
Legislative Hero Award for his
contributions to improving access to justice in
Texas on Oct. 10 in Corpus Christi.

is the principal of Safeguard
Insurance Agency, which he owns
with his brother Juan Padron,
business manager.

Dan Martinez (BBA '78), managing partner/

Stephan Wingert (’91) was hired to lead

CEO of Dan Martinez & Associates, L.P. in
Houston, visited his alma mater in September
to participate in a panel at the College of
Business Administration 2012 Accounting
Symposium. He is also a member of UTPA’s first
Development Board.

McAllen Independent School District's Assistant
Superintendent for Instructional Services Rachel
Arcaute (BS '79, M.Ed. '90) returned to her
alma mater to participate in a panel during a
College of Education Symposium in September.

1980s

Minerva Pérez (BA ’81)

has been selected to the 2012
Class of “Women on the Move”
by The Texas Executive Women
in Houston (TEW). Pérez is
an award-winning broadcast
journalist, longtime TV news
anchor, and now a co-host and partner of the
syndicated talk show “LATINA VOICES: Smart
Talk.” She also serves as secretary/publicity chair
for the UTPA Houston Alumni Chapter.
Veteran bench coach and recruiter Robert
Kirby (BS ’83) joined the Louisiana State
University basketball program in May. Kirby
served the past two seasons at Georgetown as
an assistant coach. He is widely considered to
be one of the most respected veteran assistant
coaches in the major college ranks and was
tabbed as one of the nation's top 25 recruiters by
Rivals.com during his career.

Dr. Rene Gutiérrez (BBA
'87, M.Ed. '91, Ed.D. '08),
Edinburg CISD superintendent,
was among five public school
administrators from across

The Monitor newspaper as its publisher. He
will also serve as regional vice president for the
Rio Grande Valley for AIM Media Texas, parent
company of The Monitor.

J.T. Blair (BS '94) was recently picked up as
the head baseball coach for the Marble Falls
High School Mustangs. Before heading into
the coaching field, Blair was a major league
scout for the Arizona Diamondbacks and
Milwaukee Brewers.
Sandy Pollock (BA '95), one-half of the
culinary duo known as the Casserole Queens,
can now be seen every Saturday on YouTube's
Hungry channel in their own segment called
"Casserole Queens." Get some fun recipes on
cocktails, burgers, and of course, casseroles.

2000s

Iliana Hinojosa (BIS ’01), a pre-kindergarten
teacher at Dr. William Long
Elementary in Pharr-San JuanAlamo ISD, was named the
Regional Elementary Teacher
of the Year by the Region One
Education Service Center. She
advanced to the State Teacher of the Year
competition.

Debbie L. Grant (BBA ’02, MBA ’08) was

named director of finance and controller for AIM
Media Texas, which owns major newspapers
in the Rio Grande Valley and Odessa. She
previously served as regional controller for the
Southwest Region of Freedom Communications.

Ruben Dominguez (BS '03), who earned
his electrical engineering degree from UTPA,
is currently employed at ALPS Electric, a
manufacturer for the Big Three automakers.

Feliberto De Anda (BS '04, kinesiology), an
eighth grade science teacher at Central Middle
School at Weslaco ISD, was awarded the UTPA
HESTEC ExxonMobil Educator Day 2012 Award,
an iPad, and a trip to a national conference for
his success in preparing students for higher
education and successful careers.
Daniel Lopez (BIS '05, MS '11), a math

teacher at Grulla Middle School at Rio Grande
City CISD, was honored for preparing students
for higher education and successful careers with
the UTPA HESTEC ExxonMobil Educator Day
2012 Award.

Natasha Del Barrio (BS '05, MBA '10)
is taking the driver's seat in her career as
a corporate strategist at Bert Ogden Rio
Grande Valley.
Jaime Garcia (BA ’07, MM ’09) currently
heads the newly founded Guitar Department at
South Texas College.
Brenda Hernandez (BA '07), a San Juan
native, recently landed a Cannes Gold Lion
award with her fellow Austin-based LatinWorks
advertising team members at the 2012 Cannes
(France) Lions International Festival of Creativity.
Cannes Lions is the world's largest and most
prestigious annual awards show and festival for
professionals in creative communications.
Denisha Hernandez Requenez (BA ’07),

who played volleyball for the Broncs in 2003,
is now a teacher and coach at Macaria Gorena
Elementary School in Edinburg. She is also a cocheerleading sponsor, co-robotics sponsor, and
yearbook editor.
Alumna Citlalli Rojas (BBA '08)
landed her dream job as a financial
services professional with New York
Life Insurance Company in Edinburg.

On Sept. 21, Alex Del Barrio (BA ’08), the
Harlem Globetrotters public address announcer,
got the chance of a lifetime as a special guest PA
announcer at the iconic Fenway Park during the
Boston Red Sox vs. Baltimore Orioles game. Del
Barrio previously worked for UTPA Athletics and
was once a television sports reporter.

www.utpa.edu/los-arcos
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In the Spotlight
Carlos Rubinstein

Stephanie Shimotsu-Dariol (MA ’08)

earned her Ph.D. in Communication Studies from
West Virginia University this year as well as tied
the knot to Matteo Dariol. She lives in Chicago.

ALUMNUS RETURNS TO ALMA MATER
by Jennifer Berghom

J.R. Ortega (BA ’09) was promoted from
features editor at the Victoria Advocate to the
general manager and editor of the Matagorda
Advocate, one of the Advocate's weekly papers.

Carlos Rubinstein (BS '82) said he feels great pride for his alma mater every time he comes
back and sees how much it has progressed in the three decades since he graduated.

Daniel Pedroza (BBA '09) from Edinburg and
David Tobar (BBA '10) from Donna are both

"I couldn't be where I am today if I didn't get a good education at Pan Am 30 years ago,"
said Rubinstein, a commissioner of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ). "My wife wouldn't be a teacher if she didn't get a good education [from Pan Am],
my daughter wouldn't have been a doctor if she wouldn't have come here to Pan Am. You
can't measure the pride."
That is why Rubinstein, a Brownsville native who previously served as deputy executive
director and Rio Grande Watermaster for the TCEQ, said he is always happy to return to UT
Pan American to encourage students to consider careers with the state agency and in fields
related to science, technology, engineering and math.
Earlier this fall, Rubinstein visited the campus to inform students about internship and
employment opportunities at the TCEQ. He also shared his experience as a student at
then-Pan American University and encouraged students to step out of their comfort zones
to open more doors of employment opportunities for themselves.
Rubinstein said recruiting for the TCEQ in the Rio Grande Valley is important because it is
a fast-growing region and the people of the Valley have many skill sets that are valuable to
the agency.
"Having folks from the Valley, who you know are going to be great skill-level students but
also have knowledge of the area, is going to be critical for us," Rubinstein said. "Having
Valley folks work for us, not only at the regional office here, but at the headquarters in
Austin, gives us a leg up."
UTPA alumnus Patrick Gray (BS '12,
civil engineering) attended the meeting
to learn more about job opportunities
with the TCEQ. Gray, who is looking
for work, said he has experience
working with water and wastewater
systems and is interested in working
for the agency.
Gray said he enjoyed hearing
Rubinstein talk about his experience.
"His best tip was in his closing
remarks ... getting out of one's
comfort zone ... because I can
actually relate to that," Gray said.
"When I graduated college, I
wanted to be a structural engineer
more than anything. I started
working in a company that is all
water and wastewater and for
the past year that's all I've done,
worked out of my comfort zone."

manager trainees with Ferguson, one of nation's
largest plumbing wholesalers as well as a leading
distributor of pipes, valves, fitting, waterworks and
heating and cooling equipment in North America.
In 2012, Paul Stoll (BGS ’09)
joined the Israeli basketball team
Maccabi Haifa as a point guard.
He previously played for teams
in Mexico and Venezuela and
in October he played exhibition
games in the U.S. against the Minnesota
Timberwolves and Golden State Warriors.

Mizzi Montemayor (BBA '10), from Edinburg,
is a human resources specialist with Toyota Motor
Manufacturing in San Antonio. She has worked
there since April 2011.
Science teacher Joanna Acosta (BS '10) of
La Villa Middle School at La Villa ISD earned the
UTPA HESTEC ExxonMobil Educator Day 2012
Award for preparing students for higher education
and successful careers. She also received an
iPad and a trip to a national conference.
In July, Rebeca Segovia (BA ’11) opened Arte
Dance Studio in Edinburg, which serves as the
home of the nonprofit Dance Company "Luz de
Luna." She is currently working toward a master’s
degree in Spanish Literature and Linguistics
at UTPA.

Adriana S. Trevino (BA

’11) can currently be seen
on “Good Day Valley” on Fox
RIO 2 as anchor and weather/
entertainment reporter. She most
recently opened her own public
relations agency with fellow Bronc Ashlynn Biel
(BA ’10), who works in advertising for Entravision
Communications. Both ladies, who work for the
same company, are also enrolled as graduate
students at UTPA.

Palmira Hoos (BS ’11), who graduated with a

bachelor’s in mechanical engineering, is employed
with Delta Heat, a Rio-Hondo-based company
that designs and sells heating and cooling
products.

George Galindo (BA ’12)
achieved his goal of becoming
an educator and now works as
a 10th grade English teacher at
IDEA Donna College Preparatory.
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Yvette Nevarez (M.Ed. ’12) was honored as
Regional Secondary Teacher of the Year by the
Region One Education Service Center. She is
currently a teacher at Alton Memorial Jr. High at
Mission CISD where she teaches English as a
second language.

JUST MARRIED
Courtney Marie Wilson
(BA '09) and Carlos Noe
Villarreal (BA '08) were
united in marriage on September 29, 2012 at Quinta
Luz Ranch in McAllen.

Cynthia Edee Alcocer (BBA ’09) of Mission,
Texas exchanged vows with John Isaac Garcia of
San Isidro, Texas on February 9, 2013 in a beautiful ceremony in Mission.

BRONCS WE’LL MISS
SAM WILLIAMS

UTPA Hall of Famer and men's
basketball head coach emeritus
Sam Williams, who coached the
Broncs to the 1963 NAIA National
Championship, passed away on
Oct. 22, 2012.
An inaugural member of the UTPA Hall
of Fame in 2007, Williams, who died at
the age of 88 due to natural causes,
was also inducted in the Rio Grande
Valley Sports Hall of Fame. Known
as the “Father of Broncs Basketball,”
Williams served the University as an
educator for more than three decades,
and coached the Broncs to 11 winning
seasons, including four of at least
20 wins, in 15 years (1959-73). He
remains UTPA's all-time winningest
coach with 244 victories.
After winning the 1963 NAIA National
Championship, Williams coached the
Broncs right back to the title game in
what was their third-straight postseason appearance. He then earned the 1964 NAIA National Coach of the Year award.

FUTURE BRONCS
Melisa Escamilla (BA ’07) and Sam Bearden
are proud to show off their little one, Shiloh Rae
Bearden, to the world. Shiloh arrived in San
Antonio on May 11, 2012 weighing 6 pounds, 12
ounces and 18-1/2 inches long.

Williams oversaw the Broncs' transition into an NCAA Division I program. In their first
season after the move, the Broncs won 21 games and reached the 1968 NCAA Division
II Southwest Regional, where they won their first round game. Shortly after the transition,
Williams became a member of the NCAA Basketball Officials Committee.
Williams was a pioneer in collegiate athletics in the late 1950s, as he was one of the first
coaches to integrate his basketball program.
“People talk a lot about Glory Road and UTEP, how Don Haskins integrated college
basketball in the mid-1960s, and that's a great story,” Walter Yates (BS '65), who played
for Williams from 1961-64, told Los Arcos in July. "But the truth is, Coach Williams was
bringing in black players long before that."
The Broncs rededicated the UTPA Fieldhouse center court in Williams' honor on Nov. 20,
2010. UTPA President Robert S. Nelsen also surprised Williams by naming him head coach
emeritus. Williams is one of only two coaches in school history to earn emeritus status, with
the other being baseball head coach emeritus and UTPA Hall of Famer Al Ogletree.
“Coach Williams gave his heart and soul to Pan Am and his ball players,” Nelsen said. “He
was and will always be an extremely important part of our history. We Broncs will miss him.”

Christopher Ortiz (BA ’04) and
Dianella Cantu (BA ’08) welcomed Christian
Oryan Ortiz on April 7, 2012. Christian was born
in Edinburg the day before Easter.

His legacy will be honored on Feb. 16, 7 p.m. at the UTPA Fieldhouse during a special
ceremony commemorating the 50-year-old NAIA championship team.
“Sam Williams was one of the greatest coaches that ever worked at this institution. He
helped to lay the foundation that got this program to the NCAA Division I level and allowed
us to expand to where we are today," said UTPA Director of Athletics Chris King.
To honor Williams, the family is asking donations be made to the Sam Williams Endowed
Scholarship fund at UTPA. – by Jonah Goldberg

YOU HAVE NEWS? WE WANT IT.
UTPA wants to hear from you and find out what you have been up to since graduation. Send us your news
and photos about what is going on in your professional and personal life. Email us at losarcos@utpa.edu.
Please include your degree and graduation year with your information.
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UTPA alumni have been making an impact in communities near
and far since 1927. The Office of Alumni Relations is proud
to announce its Broncs@Work series, which features alums in
their workplaces and celebrates the passion and dedication of
working alums everywhere. Check out our Broncs@Work and
find out who is making UTPA proud.
If your business would like to be included or you have a
suggestion for an employer to be featured in Broncs@Work,
email alumni@utpa.edu.
1. Bronc alums, who work behind the scenes as staff and faculty at UTPA, gather in front
of the International Trade and Technology Building to show their Bronc pride for their
alma mater. 2. Look who is taking care of the Valley at Doctors Hospital at Renaissance.
3. See if you recognize any Broncs working for the accounting firm of Ewing, Lara
& Company P.C. in McAllen, Texas. 4. Check out which Broncs are working hard at
Lone Star National Bank. 5. The IBC branch in McAllen, Texas currently employs more
than 80 alums who are banking on their degrees. 6. Find out who is driven to success as
employees of Bert Ogden-Rio Grande Valley.
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Let’s Stay
Connected!
Join the UTPA Alumni Association

Alumni AssociationPi

Membership in the UTPA Alumni Association is all about pride
in Bronc Country. Whether you’re an alum, friend, or student,
membership in the UTPA Alumni Association is a great way to
show your Bronc spirit.
Through your involvement in the Alumni Association – with
chapters in Houston, San Antonio, Austin, Rio Grande Valley, and the newly formed Dallas/Ft. Worth chapter – you will
be able to do great things for your alma mater, students, and
alumni. Throughout the year, the Alumni Association sponsors
numerous events including the biggest weekend of the year –
Homecoming, set for February 15-17, 2013.
Your time is now! Join the UTPA Alumni Association and stay
connected to Bronc Country.

-

Don’t Forget to
Be Counted!
As a Bronc you were born to
make a difference. So start
today and be counted for FY
2013 in our annual Count Me
In! campaign. A gift from you,
no matter how large or small,
will make a big difference
for UTPA!
It’s about the number of graduates who give rather
than the amount given. So, whether $5, $50, $500 or
$5,000, every gift counts.

Carmen Lara

UTPA Alumni Association President

JOIN TODAY!

www.utpaalumni.com/
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BE COUNTED!

www.utpa.edu/countmein

Alumna lands dream job with
by Jennifer Berghom
Sitting in her office at
Entertainment Weekly
in New York City and
surrounded by her
"hunk wall" — pictures
of male celebrities, many
whom she has interviewed — Sandra
Gonzalez's (BA '09) life resembles some
of the TV shows she writes about for
the magazine.
But ask the Rio Grande Valley native
about her success and she'll say she still
has a bit of disbelief.
"I feel like I'm still on this
journey, so to look back is sometimes
overwhelming," she said. "When I look
back over the past three years I get a bit
overwhelmed with the experience ... even
at this point I feel like there is still a lot
to do."
Gonzalez said she gives much credit
to journalism professor and mentor Dr.
Greg Selber for her success thus far.
"He took me under his wing and taught
me so much and put so much confidence
in me in what I could achieve," she said.
"When I was a freshman, he told me to
apply for internships."
Taking his advice, Gonzalez worked
for The Business Times of the Rio Grande

Valley and interned at the Austin
American-Statesman and at the National
Journal Group in Washington, D.C. Two
of her jobs — at The (McAllen) Monitor
and at Entertainment Weekly — also
began as internships.
Selber said he knew Gonzalez was
going to be a successful journalist from
the first moment she walked into his
office as a freshman.
"She had drive, ambition, and interest
in learning, a competitive fire that was
obvious," Selber said. "My job was to
point her in the right direction and
keep kicking her butt, making sure we
mimicked the professional work routine
at every turn so she would be ready."
In just three years after graduating
from UTPA, Gonzalez has built an
impressive résumé. Upon graduating, The
Monitor hired her full time as a features
and entertainment writer. Gonzalez said
she was happy working at her hometown
paper, but when she saw a job posting for
an internship at Entertainment Weekly,
she couldn't resist applying.
"I never in a million years thought
something would actually come from it,"
she said. "I just sat there at the Barnes
and Noble Starbucks typing away,

Sandra Gonzalez (right) is star struck talking to the cast of "Fringe" during Comic-Con 2012 in San Diego in
July. Sitting left to right are celebrities Anna Torv, John Noble, Joshua Jackson, and Lance Reddick.

pouring my soul out. I'm like 'they're
never going to read this, it's awful.'"
A few weeks later, she received a call
from the magazine for an interview. As it
turns out, Gonzalez's Valley roots worked
to her favor in getting the job.
"Going to Pan Am actually got me
the internship because the guy who I
interviewed with had tutored there one
summer because his uncle was from the
area... He (said he) felt like a lot of the
students put limitations on themselves,
so then when he saw the school on my
application it really stood out to him,
because he said 'I'm familiar with this
area and am fascinated by the students.'
(He liked that I was) trying something
out of my comfort zone."
In the three years she has been with
the magazine, Gonzalez has traveled
to Los Angeles and Vancouver, visiting
sets of popular TV shows – "How I Met
Your Mother" and "Supernatural" – and
interviewing the casts and crews. She
also interviews actors on her video blog
at www.ew.com.
Gonzalez said she is grateful for the
opportunities she has been given, and
encourages fellow Broncs to go out on a
limb for their dreams as well.
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$50,000 t
$500,000 to $1,000,000
Michael and Susan Dell 		
Foundation

$100,000 to $499,999
Robert J. Kleberg, Jr. and Helen
C. Kleberg Foundation
ExxonMobil Corporation/
ExxonMobil Foundation
Texas Guarantee
Loan Corporation
Louis C. Draper Family Trust**
Coca-Cola Company/
Coca-Cola Foundation
Marathon Oil Corporation
Guerra Brothers Successors, Ltd.
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
William Randolph
Hearst Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999

F

rom the bottom of our
hearts, many thanks to all
of our UTPA donors who
support and believe in
Bronc Country’s mission.
Because of your generous
gifts (received between
September 1, 2011-August
31, 2012), UT Pan American
has continued to provide the
finest education experience
for our students and has
prospered and grown as a
leading university in the
state of Texas. Please know
that every gift truly matters
to us and plays a critical role
in creating transformative
leaders.
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McAllen Anesthesia Consultants/
Lawrence Gelman
H-E-B
State Farm Mutual Auto
Insurance Co.
Robert A. McAllen and
Margaret Looney McAllen
Clark Knapp Motor Company/
Charles Clark Chevrolet Co./
Clark Insurance Agency/
Kirk A. and Jeri C. Clark
Shell Oil Company

$20,000 to $49,999
UT Pan American
Alumni Association
James W. Collins Family
Foundation
The Welch Foundation
Northrop Grumman Corporation
GSD&M Idea City
The Raul Tijerina Jr. Foundation
Toyota Motor Engineering &
Manufacturing North
America Inc.
Paul C. and Florence M. Crissman
OXY USA Inc.
Verizon Foundation
Sodexo, Inc.
The Long Foundation
Raytheon
Wanda L. Boush
Alfredo Pena ('78) and Trisch
Stewart Peña
Halliburton Foundation

$5,000 to $19,999
Doctors Hospital at Renaissance

Communities Foundation of
Texas, Inc.
IBM Corporation
Jagdish S. Kanwar
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Motorola Solutions Foundation
Time Warner Cable
Dan Martinez Jr. ('78) and
Terry Martinez
Ryan H. Marks
Xerox Corporation
Procter & Gamble Co.
Joe M. Mejia
Wells Fargo/
Wells Fargo Foundation
AEP Texas
C. Patsy Gayken ('75)
Ewing Marion
Kauffman Foundation
G. R. and Lidia Ranganath
George and Kathy E. Muñoz
Lon D. and Barbara A. Kruger
Texas Instruments
Ayleen Procter Wilcox
TestamentaryTrust**
Alonzo G. and Yoli ('80) Cantú
Julio C. ('78) and Rosie F.
('80) Rodriguez
Bank of America
Edinburg Economic
Development Corp.
Manrique Custom Vision Center/
Carlos and Stephanie L.
Manrique de Lara
International Bank of Commerce
BBVA Compass Bank/BBVA
Compass Bank Foundation
IOC Company, L.L.C
Subhash C. and Sarojini Bose
Juan A. and Lydia Aguilera
Robert S. and Jody H. Nelsen
Marian F. Monta
Geller and Company, LLC
Target Corporation
United Launch Alliance
John D. Sargent and
Linda Matthews-Sargent
Ed H. and Susan Muñoz
A & N Iglesias Limited/Alvaro J.
Iglesias Jr. ('81) and Norma A.
Iglesias ('81)
All Care Home Health Services
Altria Group, Inc.
Daniel Y. ('70) and Shirley
K. ('70) Butler
Farm Credit Bank of Texas
Frost Bank
Gilberto ('77) and Imelda Peña
Johnson Controls Foundation
MetLife Foundation
Peña Eye Institute/Raul A.
and Suzanne D. Peña
R. David Guerra
R.A.S. Masonry, LLC
Southern Steel Fabricators
Southwest Airlines Company
SpawGlass Foundation
The Trull Foundation
Tocker Foundation

to $99,999
Tony Sanchez, CPA/Tony ('83) and
Evelyn M. ('84) Sanchez
TXU Energy

$1,000 to $4,999
Gus and Sandra L. Casas
L & F Distributors
Insurance Council of Texas
Ernie Chastain
Ramirez & Guerrero LLP/
Jesus M. Ramirez
David O. and Dee Dee Adame
Southern Fields Aloe, Inc./
John W. Sigrist( '78)
Yvonne L. Anderson
Advance Micro Devices
AT&T
Sacred Heart Catholic Church
Border Capital Bank
Farmers Insurance/
Norma Linda Villarreal
Juan J. ('86) and Debbie C.
('85) Gonzalez
Security First Credit Union
Hamer Enterprises/Bill ('74) and
Jodi E. ('04) Hamer
Ruben R. and Dardanella
G. Cárdenas
Association for
Consumer Research
Bob H. Johnson Family Foundation
Hidalgo County Bar Foundation
Interspec LLC
Team McAllen Cycling
Rio Grande Valley
Psychological Association
UTPA Alumni Association Houston Chapter
Havidán Rodríguez and
Rosy M. Lopez
Sidney P. and
Cynthia A. ('98) Brown
Larry D. and Patty L. ('79) Fallek
Albert L. and Mary Lea Jeffers
Charlotte Marks
Genco
Jaime and Carmen E. Ramon
Joe and Sylvia L. Ramirez
Lacks Valley Stores, LTD
Schneider Electric
Innovative Block of
South Texas, LTD.
MatchPlay Technologies
Tim A. ('71) and Barkla A. Tully
Andres J. Medina ('06)
Ed Flume Building
Specialties, LTD
Texas AirSystems
Roy and Aida Martinez
Jim R. Langabeer and
Susan R. Griffith
Belinda Gonzalez ('89)
First Choice Power
Glynn R. Morgan
Lennox Industries
Raymondville Pediatrics, P.A.
SpawGlass, Inc.

Theresa Barrera
Hector ('90) and Lydia P.
('87) Alemán
Armando and Velinda Reyes ('94)
Ted A. and Catharyn L. von Ende
Gustavo ('61) and
Rosa M. ('63) Zapata
Chris A. and Alicia M. King
Rockethub Inc.
Advantix Systems
Saint-Gobain
Corporation Foundation
Israel Ramon Jr. and
Rosemary C. Ramon
Boeing
Lone Star National Bank
State Employee Charitable
Campaign/LCM
Paul L. and Josefa G. ('86) Mitchell
Ben A. Ramos ('06) and Beatriz
A. ('06) Florez
Daniel L. ('82) and Tricia Drefke
ING Life Insurance & Annuity
Kenneth A. Everhard ('64)
National Student Speech
Language Hearing Association
Rick and Diane Teter
Walmart Foundation
Yno Gonzalez Jr. and
Yolanda Gonzalez
Bud J. and Josephine
E. ('89) Ellard
David C. and Rachael ('72) Loman
Omar J. ('86, '94) and Martha A.
('85, '90, '02) Cantu
Carpet Express/
Gerald and Karen Simpson
La Muñeca Cattle Co./
Carlos X. and Sister Guerra
Richard ('80) Treviño Jr. and
Yvonne M. Treviño
McAllen Country Club
Paul Sale
Greg M. and Kimberly A. Selber
Humberto ('75) Rodriguez Sr.
and Norma M. Rodriguez
Gateway Printing and
Office Supply
S. G. and Lynn Vincentnathan
T. J. ('92) and S. J. ('92) Sethi
AT&T Foundation
Rajdeep and Laura A. ('08) Kakar
Gary R. and Bailey Gurwitz
ERO Architects/Eli Ochoa and
Manuel Hinojosa ('74)
Kenneth and Carolyn C. Landrum
Janet H. Wallace
Al H. and Joann C. Ogletree
Rio Grande Valley Vipers
Martha May Tevis
Ed W. and Jane ('86) LeMaster
Angie Arismendi ('00)
Ben Balli and Carmen Lara ('75)
Robert McGurk
Maggie Hinojosa
Rick D. and Carol A. Hudsonpillar
Cullen R. and Carol Lynn Looney
Jeffrey A. ('98) and Rosario

D. Graham
Andra Elizabeth Brooks ('79)
Auntie Anne's Pretzels/
Tobin and Blanca Hickman
Bill Ellis Jr. and Pat G. ('99) Ellis
C & Y Barrea, LTD/
Cayetano and Yolanda Barrera
Claude L. Simpson Jr. and
Penny M. ('80) Simpson
Dalia L. de la Garza
Duane Hood
Ed Rivera
Ervan E. Zouzalik
Grace Lee
Helen Fay Draeger*
Juan Peña
Lansky & Brats
Long Chilton, LLP
Lupe Treviño Jr. ('90) and
Mary F. Treviño
Marco A. Arredondo, Inc.
McAllen Economic
Development Corp.
Mission Regional Medical Center
Nieves Canales
Padron Insurance Agency, Inc./
Abraham C. Padron
Pharaoh C. Thompson Foundation
Ralph E. Carlson and
Hilda Medrano ('74)
Richard and Maria A. ('88) Zuniga
StoneRidge Injury & Accident
Clinic, Inc.
Susan K. Simmons ('03)
The Senior Ambassadors of the
Rio Grande Valley
The Wells Texas Foundation Inc.
The Westin la Cantera Resort
Troon Golf
Thomas A. Waters ('63)
Tom and Nina Torkelson

$500 to $999
Brian E. ( '91) and Laura Lewis
Peter Piper Pizza
Gene R. Johnson
Cecilia J. Longoria
Lowe's
Leadership Resource Group
Richard G. Costello
Chanin Engineering, LLC
Datum Filing Systems
Michael D. Smith
OfficeSource Ltd.
Teknion LLC
A & L Athletics
Larry and Kathy McEwen
Carol A. Rausch
Carl and Jan Seale
Raul ('88) and Mary Lou ('88)
Bentancourt
Jack R. and Mary Lee Stanley
Charles A. and Linda E. Sorber
Jane Cross ('94)
John A. and Becky H. Gerling
Mohammed Farooqui

The Club at Cimarron, Inc.
Valero Alamo Bowl
Massage Envy
Alamo Concrete Products Co.Valley Division
C. J. ('85) Hinojosa III and Laura L.
('94) Hinojosa
Hungry Howie's Pizza
20/20 Vision Care/Fred Farias
Bill Carlson
Brent A. and Marilyn C.
('80) Woolley
Carroll D. Stone
Coilin D. Owens and Julianne
Mahler Owens
Halff Associates Inc.
J. R. ('01) Betancourt and Renee
M. ('01) Rodriguez-Betancourt
Jesus M. and Lourdes
M. ('05) Garza
Kadigari J. and Viola G.
('10) Sudheer
Lower Rio Grande Valley
Development Council
Mary Ann Linnard Polk ('76)
Melinda C. Barrow ('10)
Mission Economic
Development Authority
Nario R. and Selina D. Cantú
National Association of Insurers
and Financial Advisors-RGV
Parsons Commercial Roofing
Perry Mechanical Systems, LLC
R.G.V. Adult & Internal Medicine
Specialist, P.A.
Recycling Alliance of Texas,
Rio Grande Chapter
Rocky R. Lozano ('03)
Ruben G. and Mary A. Garza
Rudy V. Gomez
Sonia L. Chapa ('90)
Sun City Analytical, Inc.
Sustainable Solutions Group
SSRCx
Syed R. Husain
Tavarez Medical Center
Texas Green Solar & Wind
Solutions, LLC
Texas Plant and Soil Lab
Zion Innovative Lighting, LLC
*Donor who passed away within FY year
** Family Trust

To learn how you can
become a part of UT Pan
American’s donor family,
contact the Development
Office at (956) 665-5301 or
email development@utpa.edu.
Special Note: We make every effort to
ensure that our listing is accurate and
apologize for any oversight. Should
you wish to report a correction,
call (956) 665-5301 or email
development@utpa.edu.
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join

the

THE YEAR 1927

UTPA

THE MEMORY STOLE

Marks the origin of
our institution of
higher education.

Is in remembrance of our
educational family, the
dedication of administration,
faculty, staff, and
families, who support our
accomplished students.

THE BRONC

Our mascot defines
our independence and
unrestrained spirit as
well as our proud
agricultural history.

THE STAR

Relates to the seal of the state
of Texas and our relationship
to the entire state system.

SEMPER PORRO

tradition

today

THE HERALDIC SHIELD
An architectural detail from
our historical auditorium.
A reminder of our
beginnings and venerable
history of serving the city
of Edinburg and the Rio
Grande Valley. Honoring
the accomplishments of our
graduates.

This Latin phrase
articulates our alma
mater “Forever Onward".

THE UTPA LOGO

A compass symbolizes the
four points – north, south,
east and west. The directions
represent access and students
coming from every corner of
our region and from every
corner of the world.

THE ARCHES

A campus architectural theme
that links our campus village
and visually portrays the
bridging of cultures in our
University community.

THE LAUREL & STAR:

THE BOOK &
RAYS OF LIGHT

Details from our official seal
affirm victory and triumph.

Elements of our official
seal that illuminate education
and research.

THE OAK

Planted in the premier year
of our college, the oak tree
illustrates the legacy of
planting seeds of wisdom
and the growth to both the
University and the individual.

THE ENSIGN SHIELDS
Protects our educational
journey.

THE WALKWAY

YEAR OF GRADUATION

A unique architectural
distinction of our campus.
This artery embodies a
protective journey, lifelong
learning, and community.

DEGREE OF STUDIES

claim your

Bronc Ring

The Bronc Ring captures the essence of our Univerity and gives alumni and new graduates
the chance to take the spirit of Bronc Country with them wherever they go. Designed by
a group of UTPA art students just for you, the Bronc Ring is more than just a piece of
jewelry, it's a reminder of the personal growth and unforgettable friendships you forged
as a Bronc. Our Ring is reserved exclusively for alumni and students who have achieved
a minimum of 60 credit hours. For one year, you can also trade in your old class ring for
a new Bronc Ring. This special ends May 2013. We invite you to be a part of this new
tradition in Bronc Country.
To purchase the Bronc Ring, visit the University Bookstore online at

www.utpa.edu/bookstore
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HEARTS
INSPIRE
Alumni Association
MORE...
GENEROSITY

Since its inception in 1927, The University of Texas-Pan American has been inspiring the
heARTS and dreams of future singers, dancers, actors, musicians, and most importantly,
proud Broncs. Creativity, imagination, passion and innovation is what drives a great artist
and at UTPA we are proud to support our Broncs boundless talents and ingenuity with the
construction of a new home for arts and entertainment in South Texas – the Academic and
Performing Arts Center (APAC).
Set to open in Fall 2014, the APAC will take its place on the campus grounds where the
more than 40-year-old UTPA Fine Arts Auditorium currently stands and will be the place
where Broncs in the arts can tap into their imaginations and release their inner voice.

A PIECE IS MISSING THOUGH

The new APAC will afford the University the chance to flourish and grow in a way that
never before possible, however the state-of-the-art facility is missing a vital piece – a recital
hall. The recital hall was eliminated from the original plans due to budgetary constraints
at the state level. So UTPA is tasked with raising $4 million in private funding to add this
crucial component in musical development back into the plan. Without it, a critical and
influential piece of the arts and culture for the Valley will be missing.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

The time is now to create a better world through music, dance and theatre. Patrons of the
arts can help us fuel that creative spark by becoming one of the building blocks that will
support education, inspiration and dreams.
There are many opportunities to invest in the future of arts and culture in the Valley, from
naming opportunities to student scholarships to faculty support funds or gifts that will
support the purchase of necessary equipment or operational needs.
Join the ensemble of visionaries that are taking creativity to the next level at UTPA. Learn
how you can inspire more heARTS by calling the Office of University Advancement at
(956) 665-5301.

PHILANTHROPY

Love
&
SHOW UTPA YOUR

SUPPORT

MAJOR GIVING

• If you want to make a lasting impact, invest
in an Endowed Scholarship. Requiring a
minimum amount of $10,000, this scholarship will exist in perpetuity.
• If you want to invest in a larger Endowment, contribute between $10,000 and
$2,000,000. Make a one-time gift or pay over
a five-year period through the University or
the UT Pan American Foundation.

Message from

VERONICA GONZALES
Vice President for the Division of
University Advancement

Invest in our University and join
us on a journey to transform South
Texas. By making a gift to The University of Texas-Pan American, you
support faculty, research, academic
programs and initiatives, athletics,
campus expansion, and most importantly, the superior education of our
students. Our Bronc Family invites
you to become part of our mission as
we strive toward becoming a premier institution of higher education.
With your support our students can
continue to discover, create, and innovate, making their impact on our
community and the world.
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• You can also create an Endowed Academic position starting at minimum
levels of $50,000 for a Faculty Fellowship to
$2,000,000 for a Distinguished University
Chair; levels vary in between.
• Or donate to a University Program Endowment, which usually supports visiting
lecturers, special presentations, or departmental needs.
• Try Corporate Matching and multiply the
impact of your gift to UT Pan American! Ask
your Human Resources department about
your company’s Matching Gift Program and
you can double or even triple your gift!
• Or invest in an Annual Scholarship and
make an impacting commitment through
a one year-long scholarship. By donating a
minimum amount of $1,500 you can establish a Named Scholarship.
• Perhaps you want to make a gift of Real
Estate! You can also Deed your Real Property
to the UTPA Foundation.

• Our Foundation also accepts Gifts-InKind including equipment, works of art, or
other items of value. These gifts support the
academic, teaching and research mission of
the University.
• We also accept Gifts of Stock, which
include appreciated securities, closely-held
stock, bonds or mutual funds. This type of
gift greatly benefits both you and UT Pan
American.

ANNUAL GIVING

• Making a Direct Gift allows the University
to utilize the gift immediately. We accept
cash, check or credit card.
• Making an Unrestricted Gift provides the
Foundation and the University flexibility to
direct contributions where most needed.
• If you prefer to designate your gift, make a
Restricted Gift and restrict your gift(s) to a
specific purpose within the University.
• Join alumni and friends in President’s
Circle with an annual gift of $1,000 or more
and help ensure a bright future for UT Pan
American through this support organization.
• Take a call from our Annual Phonathon
and pledge a contribution! Calls are made
every Fall and Spring; join thousands of our
supporters nationwide.
• If you work for UT Pan American become

an Angel Investor and help provide scholarships to University staff taking courses on
campus.
• Have you been counted? Make a donation
to Count Me In! and help our Broncs stay in
school through this scholarship effort!

PLANNED GIVING

• Ever thought of giving Bequests? When
updating your will or living trust, you
can provide a gift that benefits UT Pan
American.
• You might choose to create a future
gift for the benefit of our University by
naming UT Pan American or the UT Pan
American Foundation as a beneficiary of
your Retirement Plan.
• You can also establish a Charitable Gift
Annuity that will provide a lifetime of
income to your and/or a loved one and a
future gift to UT Pan American.
• We also encourage you to consider establishing a Charitable Remainder Trust that
can benefit you, your loved ones, and UT
Pan American.
While UT Pan American has achieved a
great deal in our 85-year history, we continuously strive to achieve more. We need your
support now more than ever as our University expands its scope to not only serve the
Rio Grande Valley, but transform it!
If you would like to support UT Pan
American, please contact the Division of
University Advancement at (956) 665-5301
for more information on how to give.
To make an immediate gift online, please
visit www.utpa.edu/givenow.

WANDA L. BOUSH
Endowed Scholarship in Nursing
In 2008, Wanda Boush established an endowment to
provide scholarships for seniors and graduate students
pursuing nursing degrees. She hopes her scholarships will
encourage graduate nursing students to pursue a major in
nursing with an educator track program so they can teach in a
university nursing program.
“With the pressing shortage of nurses [and nursing instructors] throughout South Texas,
I wanted to help by establishing a scholarship that would produce a greater number of
well-trained nurses for our local communities. When I learned of UT Pan American’s
major cuts in State funding, I increased my annual gift to my endowment and challenged
other endowment donors to do the same at a ‘Rising Stars Meet Shining Stars’ Donors and
Scholars Luncheon. Through my estate plan, I’ve also provided a future bequest for the
University and my endowment.”

DR. NORMA IGLESIAS
& ALVARO IGLESIAS
PASP Scholarship Support
After struggling through childhood in poverty, working with
relatives in the fields by the age of 10, both Norma and Alvaro
persevered to complete their education and earn their degrees
from The University of Texas-Pan American. Mr. Iglesias then
found work at The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston’s dental
branch while his wife studied as a medical student there. The couple believes in the
power of giving back and now provides financial support to summer scholarships for
the Physician Assistant Studies Program (PASP).
“The ones that can help should help others. It can make a huge difference.”
						– Dr. Iglesias
“I would tell anybody who has made it through like us, to pay it forward to the
community whenever possible. It is important for us to give back to the community.”
						 – Alvaro Iglesias

GAIL FAGAN
Angel Investor
In 2011, UT Pan American Public Affairs Representative
Gail Fagan decided to make an investment in her colleagues
through the Angel Investor Scholarship Program. Funded by
UTPA faculty and staff, the scholarship program assists UT Pan
American staff members who are also students at the University.
“While I don’t consider myself an angel, I like the title of 'investor.' The amount I give each
month isn’t much, but what it goes toward is significant – helping many of my co-workers,
who are among the hardest working, most dedicated people I know, to achieve a college
education.”

CAROL RAUSCH

JOIN OUR

JOURNEY
& DONATE
TODAY!

Carol Rausch International
Study Abroad Endowed Scholarship
UT Pan American retiree and world traveller Carol Rausch
established the Carol Rausch International Study Abroad
Endowed Scholarship to support students seeking study abroad
opportunities.
“I hope it makes a difference in someone else’s life. This scholarship is all about learning
and adventure; learning to be open to different ideas and be respectful and considerate of
other people because of their differences.”
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PRESIDENT'S CIRCLE MEMBERS
GOLD CIRCLE
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-PAN AMERICAN

Dear Friends,
Your generous contributions to President’s
Circle enabled UTPA students to experience an
exciting year! In August 2012, the University’s
own dramatic production "Crawling with
Monsters" was performed on stages across the
country, including New York City. In May, our
exemplary UTPA Ballet Folklórico traveled to our
nation’s Capital to take part in a national dance
festival and to perform at the Kennedy Center.
The play “Crawling with Monsters” created
a stage for voices of Mexican border citizens
to be heard about drug war-related violence
that currently threatens their families and
communities. These voices found a national stage
through a children's theatre company of 18 artists,
the majority of whom are students or alumnus
of UTPA. The play originated in UTPA’s Latino
Theatre Initiative and the production became a
multimedia docudrama. It hit the stages of the
New York International Fringe Festival in August
2012. The production has earned rave reviews
from numerous outlets.
UTPA’s Ballet Folklórico was fortunate to
be invited to perform at one of the nation’s
busiest arts facilities – The John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in Washington,
D.C. Former President John F. Kennedy would
be proud of UTPA’s Ballet Folklórico as they
contributed to the human spirit and the arts that
he so loved. The Ballet Folklórico also danced at
the nation’s Capital in May 2012, as part of the
National College Dance Festival. Our UTPA
students stood among 30 other schools from
across the country selected to participate in the
national-level event that placed a spotlight on
extraordinary choreography and performances
developed at U.S. colleges and universities.
“Events like this are why it is so important that
UT Pan American be able to count on the support
and passion of our President’s Circle members to
make a significant difference in the lives of our
students and in the growth and development of
South Texas,” said UT Pan American President
Robert S. Nelsen. “We are genuinely appreciative
of our generous friends and ask that others think
about making a commitment to the University
by joining the President’s Circle, so we can
continue creating memorable experiences for our
talented students.”
To join the President’s Circle, please visit us
online at www.utpa.edu/presidentscircle.
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Anonymous
Wanda L. Boush*
Victor H. and Sandra C. Gonzalez
R. David Guerra
Richard Lawson (Verizon)
Carlos and Stephanie Manrique de Lara*
Robert and Jody Nelsen*
Raul A. and Suzanne D. Peña
Ruben A. (BBA '77) and Blanca E. Perez
Julio C. (BBA '78) and
Rosie (BBA '80) Rodriguez*

SILVER CIRCLE

Yvonne Anderson*
Al Beltran* (BBA '75)
(Security First Federal Credit Union)
J. R. Betancourt (BA '01) and Renee
Rodriguez-Betancourt (BA '01)
Ruben R. and Dardanella G. Cárdenas*
Veronica Gonzales
Eli R. Ochoa and Velma (BS '79)
Menchaca (ERO)
Linda Matthews and John Sargent*
Edward H. and Susan E. Muñoz*
Janice and James E. Odom*
Robert and Margaret McAllen*
Marian F. Monta*
Joe and Sylvia Ramirez*
Jaime and Carmen E. Ramon*
Cyndy Ramos *
(Security First Federal Credit Union)
Ed Rivera*
Havidán Rodríguez and Rosa M. Lopez*
Tom and Nina Torkelson*
Rick R. Villarreal (BBA '85)

BRONZE CIRCLE

Lydia P. (BBA '87, MBA '99) and
Hector (BS '90) Alemán*
Sharon Almaguer
Alejandro* and Vivian Badia
Margaret M. Baltis (BA '56)
Cayetano and Yolanda Barrera
Theresa Barrera*
Cynthia J. (Ph.D. '98) and
Sidney P. Brown*
Joe Brown (BBA '84)
(Border Capital Bank)
Omar J. (BA '86, MA '94) and Martha A.
(BA '85, M.Ed. '90, Ed.D. '02) Cantú*
Tina Casares (M.Ed. '95) (United Case
Management and Rehabilitation)
Paul C. and Florence M. Crissman
Jane Cross (MA '94)
Antonio (BS '66, MS '69) and

Katherine de la Peña (Ed.D. '06)
Charles J. and Josie (BBA '89) Ellard
Bill and Patricia (MA '99) Ellis*
Kenneth A. Everhard (BBA '64)*
Gail Fagan
Sonia A. Falcon (BBA '91)
Yno and Yolanda Gonzalez*
Jeffrey A. (MBA '98) and Rosario Graham
Gary and Bailey Gurwitz
William C. (BBA '74) and
Jodi E. (BA '04) Hamer*
Tobin Hickman and Blanca
Chow-Hickman*
Albert L. and Mary Lea Jeffers*
Rajdeep and Laura (MPAS '08) Kakar*
Kenneth and Carolyn C. Landrum*
Jim Langabeer and Susan Griffith*
Carmen Z. Lara (BBA '75)
Ed and Jane LeMaster
(BBA '86, MFA '02)
David C. and J. Rachael (BA '72) Loman*
Cullen R. and Carol Lynn Looney*
Laurie L. Lozano
(International Women's Board)
Roy and Aida Martinez*
Carmen L. Martínez-López (Ph.D. '03)
Doug and Dolores Matney*
Hilda Medrano (M.Ed. '74) and
Ralph Carlson
John Sigrist (BFA '78) and
Pattie Rosenlund (MS '06)
(Aloe King)
Modesto and Yvette C. (BA '00) Padilla*
Velinda (BS '94) and Armando Reyes*
Humberto (BBA '75) and
Norma Rodriguez
John P. and Mary Alice Ronnau
Don E. Russell (BS '62)
Andy Sanchez (BS '75) (Nurses That Care)
Tony A. (BBA '83) and
Evelyn M. (BBA '84) Sanchez
Kimberly A. and Gregory M. Selber
S. J. (MBA '92) and T.J. (MBA '92) Sethi
Melynda Nuss and José Skinner*
Frank A. and Joyce G. (BA '63) Smith*
Morgan and Jane (BA '74) Talbot*
Martha Tevis*
Cindy Valdez (BA '96)
Norma Linda Villarreal (BBA '85)
Lynn and S. G. Vincentnathan*
Frederick (Ted) and Catharyn von Ende
Janet H. Wallace
Thomas A. Waters (BA '63)
Gustavo (BA '61) and
Rosa (BS '63, M.Ed. '73) Zapata*

*FOUNDING MEMBERS
* CHARTER MEMBERS
ALL OTHERS ARE MEMBERS
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When introvert John Sargent and extrovert
Linda Matthews met in 1990, it was definitely a
meeting of the yin and the yang.
"She makes more noise," he said. But their
common interests and passion for each other
took hold while they were fellow students in
what Linda calls "Ph.D. Land" at the University
of Washington. They married six years later.
Beyond being sports enthusiasts (they are
bicyclists and hikers) and advocates of animals
and adventure, they both have a love of
learning, research and teaching.
When their interests led them to exploring
entrepreneurship and business practices in
Latin America, the couple searched for a place
on the border to call home. They landed jobs in
the UTPA College of Business Administration
in 1997.

The two management professors have since
expanded their research to examining
Latin America's progress in technology
commercialization and have also grown to
be among UTPA's staunchest fans. Both have
filled numerous leadership roles in service to
Pan Am and mentoring students. They take
up regular seats at basketball games and go
home each day to Bucky, a cat named after
UTPA's Bronc mascot. When they joined
the President's Circle as founding members,
they viewed their annual donation as another
way to advance UTPA's mission of producing
transformative leaders.
"At Pan American, we are not only educating
people to get their degree but instilling in them
a belief in their ability to succeed," she said.
He adds, "...and that makes this an exciting
place to be."
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For information about how you, too, can make a difference, visit www.utpa.edu/giving
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FLASH BACK

1963: First Queen
of Homecoming

Meet the first elected Homecoming Queen for
then-Pan American College. She was Rina
Blanca Garza and was elected after the first
election had been invalidated and a second
election had to be held. Since she was attending
her wedding rehearsal she was unable to attend
the coronation ceremonies. In spite of all the
controversy, Homecoming was still a successs
at PAC, and Garza, who was chosen for her
dedication of time, work and talent to campus
organizations and activities, made a lovely
queen. Today, UTPA students nominate both
a Homecoming King and Queen, which are
then crowned at a Coronation Ball attended by
students during Homecoming Week festivities
to be held this year, Feb. 11-17. To learn about
the latest events at Homecoming 2013, visit
www.utpa.edu/homecoming.
There are so many reasons to be a proud
Bronc, and we hope members of the Class of
1963 will join us to celebrate their enduring
legacy during Homecoming Alumni
Weekend, Feb. 13-17. Come back to Bronc
Country for some fun and memorable
events including the 50-plus reunion,
Alumni Ball, tailgate, Athletics Hall of Fame
Luncheon, and basketball games. To be part
of Homecoming 2013, contact the Office
of Alumni Relations at (956) 665-2500 or
email alumni@utpa.edu.

